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ABSTRACT
How Do We Help Students with Autism Become More Proficient Writers?
Mary Floto-Thompson
August 14, 2008
Action Research (EDC 586-7) Final Project
This sfudy explored the experiences of writing and examined the effects of incorporating
a model of writing instruction that integrated strategy instruction and word processing into the
writing curriculum of a small group of adolescent students with autism. The research project
examined the effect on individual students of the use of Self-Regulated Strategy Development
(SRSD) writing strategies on both the individual student's experiences of writing, and the quality
and quantity of student writing output. In addition, the study examined the effect on individual
students of the use of SRSD strategies followed by the use of word processing on both their
experiences with writing and the quality and quantity of their writing output. The results of this
investigation suggest the strong possibility that SRSD strategy instruction, along with the visual
tools and adult support used in the study had a positive impact on the writing performance of the
five students involved.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Maggie sat at the small rectangular table in the classroom, her head resting inside the
crook of her affn. Her auburn colored curls spilled across the writing paper in front of her.
"Just one more sentence," I urged with enthusiasm. "You can do it."
"I can '/ do it," she exclaimed adamantly. I glanced at what she had written so far. The
words "Riteing is hard. I will try harder" were scribbled across the top of her lined paper.
Graham and Perin (2007b) emphasize that adolescents in our schools, specifically those
with learning disabilities or other special needs, as well as those described as low-achieving
writers, have difficulty with writing. The importance of the ability of our students to write well
is highlighted ina2007 report to The Carnegie Corporation of New York, entitled Writing Next.
According to the authors of this report, (Graham & Perin 2007b), "writing skill is a predictor of
academic success and a basic requirement for participation in civic life and in the global
economy" (p" 3). No one can deny the importance of this necessary skill; it is imperative that all
students are able to communicate well through writing.
There is concern that adolescent students in our schools, especially those with disabilities,
do not write well enough to ensure their fufure success. The results of the 2007 National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) indicate that there are high proportions of students
with disabilities tested in our nations' schools who are writing at or below the Basic level
(Salahu-Din, Persky, & Miller, 2008).
The NAEP, often called the "Nation's Report Card," informs the public about the
academic achievement of elementary and secondary students in the United States. The Nation's
Report Card communicates the findings of the NAEP, which is a continuing and nationally
representative measure of achievement in various subjects over time, "NAEP is a
n
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congressionally authorized project of the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) within
the lnstitute of Education Sciences of the U.S. Department of Education" (Salahu-Din et al,,
2008, p.2). The NAEP is said to be an integral part of ournation's evaluation of the condition
and progress of education by collecting and reporting information on sfudent performance at the
national, state and local levels (Salahu-Din et al., 2008).
In 2007, NAEP administered the 2007 writing assessment to a nationally representative
sample of more than 165,000 eighth and twelfth-graders from public and private schools. To
measure their writing skills, each student respondedto 2 out of l7 possible writing tasks,
designed to measure one of three writing purposes: narrative, informative, or persuasive. NAEP
reports and presents the writing results as scale scores and achievement-level percentages.
NAEP results are reported as percentages of students performing at or above the Basic,
Proficient, and Advanced levels (Salahu-Din et al., 2008). The following chart details the
descriptors of these levels for grade 8 writing.
Table 1.
IIAEP Writing Achievement Levels at Grade B
Basic Students performing at this level produce an effective response within the time
allowed that shows a general understanding of the writing task they have been
assigned. Their writing should show that they are aware of their audience, and it
should include supporting details in an organized format. The grammar, spelling,
punctuation, and capitalization should be accurate enough to communicate to the
reader, but there maybe mistakes that get in the way of some of the meaning.
Proficient: Students performing at this level should produce an effective response within the
given time that shows an understanding of both the writing task assigned and the
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audience they are expected to address. Their writing should be organized, make use
of sequencing or have a clearly marked beginning and ending. Students should
make use of details and offer some elaboration to support and develop the main
idea. Students should use precise language with some variety of sentence structure,
The grammar, spelling, punctuation, and capitalization should be accurate. Some
elrors are allowed, but they should not get in the way of the meaning of the writing.
Advanced: Students performing at the Advanced level produce an effective and fully developed
written response which shows clear understanding of both the assigned writing task
and audience. The writing at this level shows analytical, evaluative or creative
thinking and demonstrates precise word choice and a varied sentence structure. The
work includes details and elaboration that support and develop the main idea.
Analogies, illustrations, examples and/or figurative language may be used to clarify
a point. The writing is clearly and consistently organized, and contains few errors
in grammar, spelling, puncfuation, capitalization and sentence strucfure.
(Salahu-Din et al., 2008)
It was reported that average writing scores were higher in 2001 than in the previous
assessments in 2002 and 1998. The test results indicated thatSTo/o of non-disabled, eighth-grade
public school students scored at or above the Basic level and 31olo scored at or above the
Proficient level. Alarmingly,46Yo of eighth-grade public school students with disabilities scored
below the Basic level, with only 6Yo scoring at or above the Proficient Ievel (Salahu-Din et a1.,
2008). Clearly, this indicates a gap between the writing ability of those students with disabilities,
and their non-disabled peers. These results suggest that "very large numbers of adolescents
need interventions to help them become better writers" (Graham & Perin, 2007b, p. B). Graham
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and Perin (2007b) emphasize that some students, especially those scoring at or below the Basic
level on the NAEP, have a greater need for more support than others.
Much of the research regarding student writing focuses on students with learning
disabilities (LD). Students with learning disabilities, when compared to their non-disabled peers,
have significantly more difficulty with writing (Harris, Graham, Mason & Saddler, 2002).
According to Harris and Graham (1999), "...the writing of students with LD is less polished,
expansive, coherent, and effective than that of their peers" (p. 251). Research points to
successful strategies and writing approaches that have been proven successful in improving the
writing of students with LD. There is, however, a very limited amount of research pertaining to
effective writing interventions aimed at improving the writing deficits of students with autism
who struggle with writing.
The purpose of this research was to explore the effects of incorporating research-based
writing methods into the writing curriculum of a small group of adolescent students with autism.
The guiding research questions explored in this study were:
I . What is the effect on individual students of the use of Self-Regulated Strategy
Development (SRSD) writing strategies on both the individual student's experience of
writing, and the quality and quantity of student writing output?
2. What is the effect on individual students of the use of SRSD strategies followed by the
use of word processing on both the individual student's experience of writing, and on the
quality and quantity of student writing output?
The students whom I used in my research were in the sixth grade in a suburban middle
school in Minnesota. They received special education services and obtained their writing
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instruction in a small pull-out skills class. Each of the students has a primary disability label of
autism. The students have writing goals and objectives on their current Individual Educational
Plans (IEPs), specifically, goals directed toward writing complete and more descriptive sentences
and paragraphs. There is currently a very lirnited amount of research regarding this subject, and
I hope to apply my findings to benefit the students in my classroom this year and in the years to
come
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Chapter 2: Literalure Review
W Writing is Dfficult
Writing is a difficult task, and according to Graham and Perin (2007b), guidance needs to
be provided in order to improve writing instruction for adolescents, a topic that has not been
given enough attention from researchers or educators. The researchers suggest that although
several reports have drawn necessary attention to the "adolescent literacy crisis"(p. 7), the
reports themselves placed more emphasis on reading skills rather than writing skills (Graham &
Perin, 2007b). Contrary to a common misconception, good readers are not always good writers.
Graham and Perin (2007b) suggest that "although reading and writing are complementary skills,
whose development runs a roughly parallel course, they do not necessarily go hand in hand" (p.
7). The process of writing is very different from reading. They elaborate, "while readers form a
mental representation of thoughts written by someone else, writers formulate their own thoughts,
organize them, and create a written record of them using the conventions of spelling and
grammar" ( Graham & Perin, 2007b. p. 8). Graham and Perin also point out that while many
adolescents may be "average readers," they may have severe difficulties with writing. As they
propose, while writing and reading are both extremely important components of literacy, each
must have its own committed instruction. They contend that in order to address the problem of
adolescent writing difficulty, there is a strong need for more information about how to improve
classroom writing instruction (Graham & Perin, 2007b).
Saddler, Moran, Graham, and Harris (2004), explain that, "good writing is not only hard
work, it is an extremely complex and challenging mental task" (p. 3). Hayes and Flower
describe the complexity of writing in this way:
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Good writing is a problem-solving activity, and skilled writers caught in the act look very
much like busy switchboard operators trying to juggle simultaneously a number of
demands on their attention, including making plans, drawing ideas from memory,
developing concepts, creating an image of the reader, testing ideas and text against that
image, translating ideas into words, transcribing these words onto paper, and so forth (as
cited in Saddler et al., 2004, p. 3).
Choracteristics of Writers with Learning Disabilities
"Writing is a complex process that draws on an individual's knowledge, basic skills,
cognitive strategies, and ability to coordinate cognitive processes" (MacArthur, Schwartz, &.
Graham , 1991 , p. 230). Writing requires that students attend to a wide range of skills and
processes simultaneously, and students with learning disabilities often struggle with this task
(MacArthur et al., l99l).
According to MacArthur, Graham and Fitzgerald (2006), "students with learning
disabilities (LDs), face a number of obstacles to achieving competence in writing" (p. 239).
They produce far fewer content ideas than their non-disabled peers. MacArthur et al. (2006)
write that, "they make superficial revisions to text, if at all, because they fail to recognize their
errors, the perspective of their audience, and the need for balance between content and form" (p.
329). For these writers, the mechanics of writing, especially spelling and handwriting, are
particularly challenging (MacArthur et al., 2006).
Furthermore, it has been found that struggling writers are unmotivated to write
(MacArthur, et al., 2006). MacArthur et al. (2006) conclude that, "they perceive themselves as
incapable of becoming better writers given their sense of powerlessness and lack of awareness of
the utility of strategic effort" (p. 329). In addition, their writing exhibits minimal planning and
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revising and generally contains several key characteristics. First, they write shorter stories, as
they struggle to find enough to say while writing. Second, their stories are difficult to follow and
understand as they convert the process of writing into a "question-and-answer" task (Saddler,
2006).
Interestingly, there is indication that students with learning disabilities may appear to
have an unrealistically high estimate of their writing abilities and are more confident in their
writing skills than is warranted (Graham & Harris, 2005). There is danger in this inflated
confidence, as Graham and Harris (2005) found, "children who overestimate their capabilities
may fail to allocate needed resources and persistence because they believe that good writers, like
themselves, don't need to plan or exert much effort to write well" (p. l8).
There is agreement in the literature that students with learning disabilities and those that
exhibit significant difficulties with the process of writing require and benefit from instruction
that is extensive, structured, and explicit. At times, and depending upon the needs of the student,
isolated instruction should also be provided (De LaPaz, 1999; Harris, Graham & Mason,2003).
This instruction will enable students to develop the necessary skills and strategies to improve
theirwriting. In fact, De LaPaz (1999) acknowledges that students with learning disabilities are
very likely to require explicit instruction in transferring writing skategies that they have
previously learned and used in one exercise to another. There is also agreement in the research
that these students are likely to benefit from "booster" sessions where the strategies are
reviewed, discussed and supported in order for the strategies to be maintained and used
effectively (Harris et al., 2003; Saddler et al., 2AA4).
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Characteristics of Writers with Autism
Some research indicates that the number of students with autism is on the rise. In
February of 2007, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) released information
from a summary of prevalence data from multiple United States communities, in an autism
spectrum disorder (ASD) surveillance project. From this project, the CDC found that autism
spectrum disorder (ASD) occurs in approximately one in 150 children in these communities
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC],2007). Autism is now the fastest-growing
developmental disability, according to the Autism Society of America (Autism Society of
America [ASA],2006). While controversial, this research indicates that the numbers of students
labeled with autism is on the rise.
Researchers suggest that "children with autism often exhibit the most extreme forms of
expressive and receptive language deficits" (Rousseau, Krantz, Poulson, Kitson & McClannahan,
1994, p. l9). It has also been found, from collected writing samples, that children with autism
rarely use descriptive adjectives in their writing (Rousseau et al., 1994).
In addition, according to Notbohm and Zysk (2004), most children with autism spectrum
disorder are visual learners. They are better able to understand what they see as compared to
what they hear. This makes for a challenging classroom situation, since most of our educational
and social interactions occur through verbal communication (Notbohm & Zysk,2004).
Supplementing verbal communication with visual tools and materials is encouraged.
According to Linda Hodgdon, a visual strategy expert in the field of autism, anything that the
student can see is considered a visual tool (as cited in Notbohm & Zysk,20Aq. Therefore,
visual tools for writing instruction may include step-by-step written instructions; perhaps
accompanied with pictures, graphic organizers, mnemonics, writing prompts with pictures, and
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other tools recommended by the authors of the journal articles highlighted in this review"
According to Notbohm and Zysk (2004), these visual tools help students with autism spectrum
disorder process language, organize their thinking, and remember information.
It is essential that we discover and implement effective writing intervention efforts with
these students in our classrooms. Yet research that examines these types of interventions appears
limited, with a much larger focus on writing interventions for students with learning disabilities
or low-achieving writers, in general.
Research Based Writing Methods
Graham and Perin (2007b) conducted a meta-analysis of research on adolescent writing
instruction. The result, Writing Next, is a 2007 report to The Carnegie Corporation of New York.
This report presents elements of effective adolescent writing instruction using the effect size
statistic. "Effect sizes report the average difference between a type of instruction and a
comparison condition. They indicate the strength of the effect" (Graham & Perin, 2001b,p. 13).
The instructional methods highlighted in the report represent effect sizes ranging from 0.20
(small or mild effect) to 0.80 (large or strong effect). In their review of these methods, the
authors caution that there is no single best approach to writing that will meet the needs of all
students. lnstead, they suggest that a mixture of the instructional elements is likely to be most
effective. It is not known, at present, what the best mix of approaches is, and it is highly possible
that it may be different for different populations of students (Graham & Perin, 2007b). Graham
and Perin also stress that "there is a tremendous need for more research on and dissemination of
adolescent writing interventions that work" (Graham & Perin, 2007b,p. l1). For the purpose of
this literature review, the instructional methods that were proven most effective in this meta-
analysis with low-achieving writers will be highlighted.
r{uuspurg coliege i-ibrary
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Writing Strategies
The writing method that appears to receive the most attention in the literature and which
received the largest effect size (0.82) in the Graham and Perin meta-analysis is that of writing
strategies, specifically Self-Regulated Strategy Development (SRSD) (Graham & Perin, 2007b).
A strategy dictates a course of action for effectively completing a given writing assignment.
Strategies assist students in organizing and sequencing their behavior when affempting to
complete a specific process or task (Graham and Harris, 2005). There is agreement in the
literature that SRSD is a good match for the writing needs of students with learning disabilities
and others who struggle with writing, as well as being a powerful technique for adolescents in
general (Graham & Perin, 2007b; Harris et al., 2003).
SRSD is an approach for assisting students in learning specific strategies involved in the
writing process which include planning, drafting, revising and editing. The approach is designed
to support students in developing their abilities to monitor and manage their own writing
(Graham & Perin, 2007b; Harris eta1.,2003). Students receive instruction in a number of self-
regulation skills (goal setting, self-monitoring, self-instruction, and self-reinforcement), which
are meant to assist them in managing their own writing strategies, the writing process itself, and
theirbehaviorwhile engaging in the task of writing (Graham & Perin,2007b). The emphasis is
on sfudents' independent use of specific strategies so that they recognize when, where and how
to apply the procedures while writing (Saddler et al., 2004).
There is agreement in the literature that strategy instruction, especially when taught
through the stages and steps of SRSD, is likely to assist less skilled writers because it makes
what are norrnally invisible cognitive strategies more visible and concrete, (MacArthur et al.,
1991; Saddler, 2006). Graham and Harris (2005) assert, "a writer's strategic behavior is
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typically hidden from view, as it occurs in the mind" (p. l0). When a teacher models the use of a
writing strategy, the mental actions of that strategy become more obvious as the teacher
demonstrates both verbally and visually, how to use them (Graham & Harris, 2005). This is
done, in part, through explicit teacher explanation and modeling of the strategies by the teacher
thinking aloud while carrying out the strategies (MacArthur et al., 1991).
The research involving SRSD points to the importance of using mnemonic devices to
help students organize and plan their writing. Mnemonics, or acronyms, referenced in the
literature , are comprised of a series of letters which aid the students in remembering a process or
strategy of writing. An example is POW where the letters stand for P 
- 
pick my ideas, O 
-
organize my notes, and W 
- 
write and say more. According to Graham and Perin, mnemonics
are introduced and used to help students remember strategies while writing to enhance their
writing performance (2007b).
Because the effectiveness of SRSD had not been widely studied with younger students,
Saddler (2006) conducted a study to determine if strategy instruction using the SRSD approach
could improve the story writing ability of young students with writing disabilities. In this
particular study, six 2'd grade students with learning disabilities were taught a strategy for
planning and writing stories using SRSD. The planning and story writing strategy included the
illnemonic device, POW, designed to help students organize the planning and writing process.
The effects of the strategy were assessed through a multiple-baseline-across-subjects design.
The findings from this study by Saddler (2006), demonstrate that extra strategy instruction in
planning can improve the ability of struggling writers with LD to write stores that are longer,
contain more complete story elements, and are qualitatively better (Saddler, 2006).
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Strategy instruction appears well supported by the research. Srudies have examined the
effects of strategy instruction and conclude positive results. Graham and Perin found its effects
to be 'omore dramatic for lower-achieving writers than for those across the full range of ability"
(2007b, p. 16). SRSD had stronger effects than other strategy approaches in the meta-analysis
that was conducted by Graham and Perin (2007b). ln fact, since 1985, there have been more
than 30 studies reported using the SRSD model of writing instruction. These studies have
involved students from the elementary grades through high school (Harris, et al., 2003).
According to Harris, Graham, and Mason (2003), "One student perhaps best described
ourgoals for SRSD when he said, 'Now this writing sfuff makes sense!' When writing makes
sense and children develop ownership of powerful self-regulation and writing strategies, every
child can indeed write" (p. 15),
Specific Product Goals.
In the specific product goals writing instruction method, according to Graham and Perin,
students are assigned specific, attainable goals for their writing assignments. This may involve
identifying the purpose of the writing (e.9., to persuade or inform), and it often involves
providing students with the characteristics that are expected in the final product (2007b).
Goal setting is also an important part of the SRSD method, which involves teachers and
students collaboratively setting goals and establishing criteria that will enable students to
produce and incorporate qualities of good writing in their written work (De La Paz, 1999). This
is another example of how writing instruction methods can be blended to best meet the needs of
students, as Graham and Perin (2007b), encouraged in Writing Next.
The studies reviewed in the meta-analysis for Writing Next included such goals as adding
more ideas to a paper in the revising stage, establishing a goal for the student to write a
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particular type of paper, and requiring specific strucfural elements be included in student's
written work (Graham & Perin, 2007b). The effect size of the specific product goals writing
method was 0.70, and was considered to have a strong effect. According to Graham and Perin,
in three of the five product goal sfudies available, it was possible to acquire effect sizes for low-
achieving writers, and these results show that setting product goals is effective with adolescents
who are considered weaker writers (2007b). It is suggested that, due to the small sample (five
studies), the results be interpreted cautiously. There is, nevertheless, evidence that using a
relatively simple procedure such as this can result in a positive effect on student writing (Graham
& Perin, 20Ah).
Word Processing
In order to determine whether computers have a positive effect on students' writing
process and the quality of writing that they produce, a study, conducted by Goldberg, Russell and
Cook (2003), which employed meta-analytic techniques was conducted on research studies
which met specified criteria on the subject from 1992 to 2002.
Fourteen studies included the necessary information to calculate effect sizes to compare
the quantity of writing, measured by word count, between computer and paper-and-pencil
groups. The research duration lasted between six weeks and one semester for 57 percent of these
14 studies (n:8). Individual writing was the focus in all 14 studies. In all but two studies
(n:12),the sample focus was on mainstream students. Half (n:7) of the studies were conducted
in elementary school settings (Goldberg, et a1.,2003). Across the 14 studies, this meta-analysis
revealed that sfudents who write with word processors tend to produce longer passages than
students who write with paper-and-pencil. A positive overall effect that was about one-half
standard deviation was found (Goldberg et al., 2003).
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Fifteen studies included the necessary information to calculate effect sizes to compare the
quality of writing between computer and paper-and-pencil groups, Ten of the 15 studies
employed one or more rubrics to score student writing, measuring for quality. Thirteen of the
fifteen studies focused on mainstream education participants. Five of the 15 studies were
conducted in middle schools. The research duration lasted between six weeks and one semester
fornine of the 15 studies. Individual writingwas the focus of all 15 studies. The mean adjusted
effect size across all 15 studies is .41, which is considered a small to moderate effect, "The
meta-analysis indicates that students who write with word processors tend to produce higher
quality passages than students who write with paper and pencil" (Goldberg et al., 2A03, p. 15).
The authors of this meta-analysis admit that there is a need for additional research on
computers and student learning- The majority of student participants in the studies included in
this meta-analysis were mainskeam students, not those with disabilities.
There is agreement in the literature that word processing is effective in supporting the
writing of mainstream students. According to Graham and Perin (2007b), it can be very helpful
for low-achieving writers to use word-processing equipment. Not only does it allow for the
production of neat and legible text, the writer is also able to add, delete and move text more
easily than if using pencil and paper. The literature agrees that typing text may be easier than
writing, if students are skilled in keyboarding, especially for students with fine motor problems
(MacArthur et al., 1991). Lr fact, the meta-analysis conducted by Graham and Perin found that
this approach to writing "may be especially effective in enhancing the quality of text produced
by low-achieving writers" (2007b, p. 17). Interestingly, the effect size for low-achieving writers
was 0.70, larger than the effect size of 0.51 for students in general (Graham & Perin,2007b).
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While it may be true that word processing is effective in supporting student writing,
MacArthur (2000) cautions that technology by itself is unlikely to produce major improvements
in student's writing. He asserts that there must be instructional planning regarding the
capabilities of technology to improve students' abilities to plan, revise, and write fluently.
MacArthur (2000) maintains 'oresearch should go beyond simple outcome comparisons of
writing with and without computer tools, either by exploring specific benefits and problems of
those computer tools or by testing the effectiveness of a combination of technology and
instructional methods" (p. 86).
Sentence Combining
Although the research has examined many writing methods that have proven effective in
improving the writing skills of students with learning disabilities and other students that are
described as low-achieving writers, research pertaining to effective writing methods for students
with autism is limited. Nevertheless, some research has addressed a few strategies that have
proven effective with students with autism.
One study, which used multiple-baseline across-subjects design, examined the
effectiveness of a technique called sentence combining, for increasing the adjective use in
writing by students with autism (Rousseau, Krantz, Poulson, Kitson & McClannahan, 1994).
The goal of the study was to determine whether reinforcement alone or in combination with
writing exercises incorporating sentence-combining, would increase the number of descriptive
adjectives written by three adolescents with autism in daily writing samples. In sentence
combining exercises, the student combines two or more short, simple sentences to form a longer,
more descriptive sentence. Visual prompts in the form of commercially available photographs
along with symbols and underlinings in the exercises were used initially to teach the skill- These
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were later removed, but the students continued to receive reinforcement (descriptive praise for
correct responses, pennies to gain access to edible reinforcers available at the end of the school
duy) for producing adjectives in their writing (Rousseau, et al., 1994).
The findings indicated that the addition of sentence-combining exercises resulted in an
increase in the number of adjectives used by the students in their writing samples (Rousseau, et
al., 1994). In fact, throughout the study, each of the students used new adjectives that had not
previously been incorporated in the sentence-combining exercises. Prior to this study, there had
been no reported studies which had attempted to use sentence combining to increase the writing
skills of students with disabilities, nor had their been any published behavior-analyic studies on
the use of sentence combining to increase the use of descriptive adjectives. This was found
significant because it proposed that the writing of students with autism could be improved with
the same techniques used to teach writing skills to non-handicapped students (Rousseau, et al.,
ree4).
The research concludes by noting that although the sample was small (three students) and
there was some variability in the data, the findings indicate that "the students did not merely
repeat a small pool of adjectives, but that they increased the complexity and descriptive quality
of their writing by their increased use of new adjectives" (Rousseau et a1., I994,p. 33).
Interpretation of the data indicates that the student's use of new adjectives resulted from the
sentence-combining treatment procedure (Rousseau et al., 1994).
The meta-analysis conducted by Graham and Perin (2007b) indicated only one study, in
2005 by Saddler and Graham, which examined the effects of sentence combining on low-
achieving writers, The effect size for the weaker writers was determined to be 0.46, which
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indicates that this approach had a moderate impact on improving the writing of low-achieving
writers (Graham & Perin, 2007b).
Inquiry Activities
lnstruction involving inquiry activities involves students engaging in actions that help
them develop ideas for specific writing tasks (Graham & Perin, 2007b). Examples include
comparing and contrasting and collecting and evaluating objects or evidence. Students examine
and make inferences from data or objects and then describe them in their writing (Graham &
Perin,2007b). Smith and Hillocks (1989) describe the merits of the inquiry method in this way:
One of the most powerful ways to help students improve their writing involves them in
working with specific data, in activities that require using some of the basic skills or
strategies necessary to conducting a good inquiry in almost any field: observing carefully,
transferring sensory detail into effective language, comparing data to develop
generalizations and explanations, and so forth (p. 58).
Smith and Hillocks ( 1989) ascertain that "most composing tasks require at least some of
the skills of inquiry" (p. 58). Smith and Hillocks maintain that sensory details are critical in
creating the mood of the narrative. "Sights, sounds, smells, textures, and even tastes may
enhance the description of the experience" (Smith & Hillocks, 1989, p. 58).
In a study, conducted by Hillocks, involving five teachers and 10 high school classes, the
observing and writing method of instruction (inquiry) was consistently more effective than the
study of models, another writing approach. In fact, the average effect size for the five classes
who used the inquiry method is l.l2 standard deviations (Smith & Hillocks, 1989).
Graham and Perin (2007b) discovered in their meta-analysis that this method of
instruction had not been studied since 1986. Nevertheless, they claim that there is evidence to
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suggest that the practice of engaging students in inquiry activities prior to writing is an effective
teaching practice (Graham & Perin, 2001b). From the five inquiry studies examined by Graham
and Perin in their meta-analysis, all effect sizes computed were positive (Graham & Perin,
2007a). Although it was not possible to draw specific conclusions for low-achieving writers in
this meta-analysis, the effect size for all students studied was 0.32, which is small to medium, in
relation to impact on writing quality (Graham & Perin, 2007b).
Process Writing Approach
According to Graham and Perin (2007b), this approach "interweaves a number of writing
instructional activities in a workshop environment that stresses extended writing opporfunities,
writing for authentic audiences, personalrzed instruction, and cycles of writing" (p.4). Although
the effect size in their meta-analysis was 0.32, small to moderate, it was determined significant
(Graham & Perin, 2007b). There were only three studies that examined the impact of this
approach with low-achieving writers, which made it difficult to draw conclusions about its
effectiveness with this group of students. Teacher training in the approach was also determined
to be an issue. For example, when teachers were trained in the approach, the effect size was
moderate (0.a6) (Graham & Perin, 2007b). When teachers received no training with the
approach, the effect size was negligible, except for students in grades four to six, where the
effect was small (0.27) (Graham & Perin, 2007b).
One study, by MacArthur, Graham, Schwartz, and Schafer (1995), evaluated the
effectiveness of a model of writing instruction that integrated word processing, strategy
instruction, and a process approach to writing for students with learning disabilities. The
curriculum used in this study was developed by the Computers and Writing Instruction Project
(CWIP) (MacArthur et al., 1991). According to MacArthur et al.(1995), "the integration of
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word processing, o process approach to writing, and strategy instruction was desigued to build on
the strengths of each of these approaches while addressing their limitations" (p. 289). ln the
study, students had adequate access to computers- Computer-to-student ratios ranged from 1:2 to
1:3 (MacArthur et al., 1995). In addition, the curriculum provided for instruction for students in
keyboarding and word processing. The process approach to writing method included in this
study, provided for regular writing on meaningful tasks, frequent response from teachers and
peers and regular activities that support a view of writing as a process involving planning,
drafting, revising and publishing. Strategy instruction followed the principles of the Self-
Regulated Strategy Development model, providing for explicit instruction, modeling of strategies
and adult scaffolding of strategies and skills (MacArthur et al., 1995). The CWIP curriculum
was implemented by 25 elementary and middle school special education teachers within the self-
contained classrooms providing insfruction to students with learning disabilities (MacArthur et
a1., l99l). The classrooms were in urban, suburban and rural school systems, and approximately
400 students between the ages of 9 and 13, participated in the project (MacArthur et al., l99l).
The instructional program was evaluated in different classrooms in each of the two years
of the study. Class sizes ranged from 8 to 15 students (MacArthur et a1.,1995). Data were
collected for fwo years of the CWIP project (MacArthur et al., 1991). Pretest-posttest control
group design was used. The difference between the experimental and control group regression
lines (difference in adjusted posttest means) for quality of narrative composition was 0.571, in
favor of the experimental group. This difference was found significant (MacArthur et al., 1995).
In addition, T-tests were used for follow-up analysis to test whether each group improved from
pretest to posttest. According to MacArthur et al., (1995) "the experimental group demonstrated
significant gains on both the narrative (t(110):6.92,p*.001) and the informative (t(106):4.70,
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p<.001) writing tasks" (p. 286). lnterestingly, no differences were found between the groups on
measures of errors in spelling, capitalization, and punctuation (MacArthur et al., 1995).
This study dernonstrates the overall effectiveness of a combined instructional model that
integrates a process approach to writing instruction, instruction in planning and revising
strategies, and support from word processing (MacArthur et al., 1995). MacArthur et al., (1995)
acknowledges, "Srudents in the experimental classes made greater gains in the quality of their
narrative and informative writing than 94 students with learning disabilities in 10 control
classes" (p. 278). Although the current study does not support specific claims about which
components of the model were most critical to its effectiveness, it does demonstrate that a
comprehensive instructional model that combines word processing, strategy instruction and a
process approach to writing can be effective in improving the writing quality of students with LD
(MacArthur et al., 1995).
The findings of this study further support the idea initially proposed by Graham and
Perin, (2007b) tn Writing l{ext, that a blend of writing approaches and methods is likely to
produce the biggest return in increasing the writing skills of our students who struggle with the
process of writing. There are a variety of instructional procedures that improve the quality of
writing of adolescent students (Graham & Perin, 2007b). Graham and Perin (2007b), admitted
however, that "we do not know what combination of activities or how much of each of the
recommended activities is needed to maximize writing instruction for adolescents"(p. 468).
There is need for additional research. Graham and Perin (2007a) go on to say that little of the
research in their meta-analysis focused on struggling writers. Consequently, they maintain
"additional research is needed to examine the effectiveness of these and other writing
interventions with these students" (Graham & Perin, 2007a,p. a67).
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Writing is an important skill, and as noted in chapter one, there is concern that
adolescent students in our schools, especially those with disabilities, do not write well enough to
ensure their fufure success. Based upon the results of the 2007 Nationat Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP), 46% of eighth-grade students with disabilities, as compared with
9% without disabilities, scored below the Basic level of writing proficiency (Salahu-Din et al.,
2008). There is a great need for further study and research of effective classroom writing
interventions that work with low-achieving adolescent writers (Graham & Perin, 2007b).
Of additional concern is the limited amount of research pertaining to effective writing
methods for students with autism, although it has been suggested that students with autism often
display great difficulty with expressive language (Rousseau, Y*antz, Poulson, Kitson &
McClannahan, 1994). There is an absence of writing interventions aimed at improving the
writing deficits of students with autism who struggle with writing. While controversial, the
number of students with labels of autism is increasing, According to the Autism Sociefy of
America, autism is now the fastest-growing developmental disability (Autism Society of
America [ASA], 2006). Research from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
obtained from an autism spectrum disorder surveillance project, indicates that autism occurs in
approximately one in 150 children (Centers forDisease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2007).
We will continue to see more and more sfudents with autism in our classrooms. ln order to
assure the academic success of these students, we will need to be prepared with writing
interventions that are suitable and effective for their needs.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
This study explores the experiences of writing and the effects of incorporating research-
based writing methods into the writing curriculum of a small group of adolescent students with
autism.
Much of the research regarding student writing focuses on students with learning
disahilities (LD). There is a very limited amount of research pertaining to effective writing
interventions aimed at improving the writing deficits of students with autism. Because of this, I
chose to investigate whether a combination of research-based writing approaches, each proven
successful in strengthening the writing of students with LD as well as those students described as
low-achieving writers, could improve the quality of writing of the students with autism in my
classroom.
Graham and Perin (2007b) propose that there is no single best approach to writing that
will meet the needs of all students. lnstead, they suggest a mixture of instructional elements is
likely to be most effective (Graham & Perin, 2001b). To mirror their suggestion, I explored and
studied the effects on quality and quantity of student writing output when a combination of two
writing methods 
- 
writing strategies and word processing 
- 
were incorporated in the writing
activities of my students with autism. I also studied what effect the implementation of these
writing methods had on these sfudents' experiences of writing in my classroom.
Writing is a complex process which requires cognitive strategies and processes that are
normally invisible to sfudents (MacArthur, et al., t99l; Saddler,2006). These strategies and
processes can be made visible and concrete to sfudents with autism who benefit from visual cues
and instruction, through the use of writing strategies, specifically Self-Regulated Strategy
Development (SRSD). In SRSD, students receive instruction in a number of self-regulation
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skills (goal setting, self-monitoring, self-instruction, and self-reinforcement) which are meant to
assist them in managing their own writing strategies, the writing process itself, and their behavior
while writing (Graham & Perin, 2007b). SRSD also incorporates visual tools such as
fimemonics, which are comprised of a series of letters that aid the student in remembering a
process or strategy of writing. According to Notbohm and Zysk (2004), visual tools have proven
helpful in working with students with autism.
According to Graham and Perin (2007b), the use of word processing equipment makes it
easier for the writer to add, delete and move text rnore easily than using pencil and paper. In
addition, typing may be easier than writing, especially for those students with fine motor
problems, provided that students are skilled in keyboarding (MacArthur, et a1., 1991),
The research questions explored in this study were:
l. What is the effect on individual students of the use of Self-Regulated Strategy
Development (SRSD) writing strategies on both the individual student's experience of
writing, and the quality and quantity of student writing output?
2. What is the effect on individual students of the use of SRSD strategies followed by the
use of word processing on both the individual student's experience of writing, and on the
quality and quantify of student writing output?
Participants
The sample for this research was purposeful, homogenous and criterion based. The
participants for this research were 5 sixth-grade students with autism, enrolled in a middle school
in a small suburban city in Minnesota. Of the five students with autism, four were male and one
was female. Three of the students were Caucasian and two were Hispanic. One of the male
Caucasian sfudents was also learning disabled.
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The students who participated in this research met the following criteria: l) unsatisfactory
performance in writing,2) writing instruction was providedby u special education teacher in a
small-group format, 3) students had primary disability labels of autism.
The first criterion was unsatisfactory perforrnance in writing. Unsatisfactory
performance in writing had been determined by their Individual Education Plan (IEP) team, who
created writing goals and objectives in each of the student's current IEPs. The intent of these
writing goals and objectives was not only to improve the writing skills of these students, but also
to move them from a level requiring adult assistance in order to complete paragraph writing
assignments to a level of more independent writing of complete and more descriptive sentences
and paragraphs.
The second criterion met by these students was that they received special education
services and obtained their writing instruction in a small pull-out skills class. A focus of this
instruction was working toward the progress and achievement of writing goals and objectives.
The students participating in this research attended special education classes, specifically in
language arts (reading and writing as well as social skills), and they also attended general
education classes throughout the day.
The third criterion met by these students was that they had primary disability labels of
autism, based upon an evaluation conducted by a multi-disciplinary child-study team. In each of
the student's most recent evaluations, these teams determined that the students were eligible and
in need of special instruction by meeting the autism spectrum disorder criteria established by the
State of Minnesota Department of Education.
For the purposes of this study, a closer look at each of the students is warranted. Each
participant was given a pseudonym.
1,7
Lance
Lance is a twelve-year-old male Caucasian student. Lance's favorite hobbies include
fishing, hunting and cooking. Lance joined the local swim club during the course of the study
and informed me one day that he "had a four-pack of abs." Lance is a hard-working sfudent who
is concerned about doing well in his classes. He participates in a combination of pull-out and
general education classes, and he receives adult paraprofessional support throughout the day in
the way of assistance with reading and writing involved in grade-level content area classes. His
primary disability label is autism. Lance is also learning disabled; specifically, he has dyslexia.
Lance's learning disability significantly impacts his perforrnance and progress in the general
curriculum. His reading skills are at a level considerably below his same agelgtade peers. On
the WoodcockJohnson Test of Achievement,3rd edition, Lance's Broad Reading standard score
places him at the 1" percentile when compared to his same age peers.
Lance demonstrates the ability to write a five sentence paragmph containing a topic
sentence, detail sentences and a concluding sentence. Lance writes complete sentences,
although, at times, the sentences he writes do not contain both a subject and a predicate. He is
excited to write down his thoughts, and his writing demonstrates creativity. His overall
organization, spelling and mechanics are well below his grade level peers. In addition, Lance
does not edit his work for mistakes. Writing is difficult for Lance, in part, due to difficulty with
spelling. His writing is difficult to read and understand due to the misspelled words he writes.
On the Woodcock Johnson Test of Achievement, 3rd edition, Lance's Broad Written Language
standard score places him at the 5th percentile when compared with his same age peers. This test
measures a student's production of written text, including spelling ability, writing fluency and
quality of written expression.
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Robert
Robert is a twelve-year-old male student of Hispanic descent. Spanish is the primary
language spoken at home. Robert receives ELL support at school, and speaks English fairly
proficiently. Robert is a hard worker and a pleasant student. Robert loves to read, especially
comic book-type books like the "Peanuts" and the "Bones" series. Robert participates in a
combination of pull-out and general education classes. He receives paraprofessional support
throughout his day in the way of assistance in remaining on task and assistance with organization
and work completion. He also receives assistance in some content area classes with note taking.
This assistance is provided, in part, due to the fact that Robert has failed his past several vision
screenings administered by the school nurse, and he has demonstrated an inability to see material
displayed at a distance well enough to take these notes himself. Referrals have been sent home
and an interpreter has spoken with parents.
Robert has difficulty performing grade level tasks without adult support. He becomes
visibly frustrated when confronted with a task that he is unfamiliar with or that he perceives as
above his ability level. His primary disability label is autism. Robert's Written Expression
subtest score from the Wechsler Individual Achievement Test, second edition places Robert at
the 39th percentile, and is considered within the average range when compared to his same age
peers. This subtest measured Robert's ability to write words, sentences and a paragraph. Robert
is able to write a paruEraph with the assistance of a graphic organizer. Robert often does not
write complete sentences, containing both a subject and a predicate. Robert does not edit his
written work for mistakes.
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Isaac
Isaac is a twelve-year-old male student of Hispanic descent. Isaac is very soft-spoken.
He is well-liked by the adults who work with him and is generally perceived as "very sweet."
He is always well-dressed, and often wears orange, his favorite color. Isaac enjoys looking at
non-fiction books, especially about World War II, and when taking a break in the sensory room,
he usually grabs one of the history textbooks to look at while he relaxes.
Spanish is the primary language spoken in the home. Isaac receives ELL support at
school, and speaks and understands English. His primary disability is autism. Isaac also has a
mild to moderate form of Hemophilia, so he receives the support of a one-on-one
paraprofessional during each period of his duy, for both safety and academic reasons.
Isaac's Broad Written Language standard score on the Woodcock Johnson Test of
Achievement, 3rd edition places him at the 5th percentile when compared to his same age peers.
Isaac does not like to write, and when he does, it is a slow and laborious process. Isaac will
complain if he feels there is too much writing to do. He requires continual prompts to continue
with the given task. Often, he dictates to adult staff what he wishes to write, or it is requested
that he write only selected words for given tasks. Isaac shows more interest in using a computer
to write, although he needs a great deal of adult prompts to attend to and continue with the given
writing task. He currently types at a rate of 14 words perminute. His quality and quantity of
writing does not seem to improve with the use of word processing equipment, Isaac can write
simple sentences with considerable adult help. He needs multiple prompts to complete the tasks
along with redirection and refocus back to task. His use of capitalization and punctuation is
inconsistent without adult prompts. He needs extra time to finish writing assignrnents due to the
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speed at which he works. He is inconsistent with correct spelling in his writing. He displays
difficulty placing the correct vowels in words, especially short vowels.
Maggie
Maggie is a twelve-year-old female student with beautiful auburn hair and a love of shiny
jewelry and unusual rocks. Maggie enjoys drawing horses and cats, and many of her drawings
add decoration to her class assignments. She has a quirky adult-like sense of humor, rich with
sarcasm. On one occasion, when I asked the class if they were ready (to begin the writing
lesson), Maggie replied, "Yeah, I'm ready to go home."
Maggie's primary disability is autism. Maggie has also been diagnosed with Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). She is not taking medication for this condition.
Maggie participates in a combination of pull-out and general education classes. She receives
paraprofessional support throughout the day in the way of assistance in remaining on task,
organization and completion of academic tasks.
Maggie does not like to write and repeatedly declares this in writing class. She does not
consistently construct complete sentences which contain both a subject and a predicate. She
often does not include the subject. Maggie tends to complete writing assignments quickly, and
does not attend to the details of punctuation, grammar and spelling. Maggie requires a great deal
on one-on-one support and multiple prompts to stay on task and complete assignments. If left
alone to complete a task, she will become distracted, and often draw, or she will stop working all
together. When redirected or frustrated with a task, Maggie will occasionally refuse to work, and
instead, will put her head on the table, or she may complete the assignment quickly with little
attention to quality or legibility.
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Maggie's Broad Written Language standard score on the Woodcock Johnson 3rd edition
places her at the 13th percentile when compared with her same age peers.
Adam
Adam is a twelve-year-old male student with a seemingly happy-go-lucky demeanor and
a sometimes hysterical and unstoppable laugh. Adam loves Disney movies and often recites
dialogue from his favorites. Part of the enoffnous joy that I have experienced in working with
Adam comes from his off-topic and unexpected comments. On one occasion, he nearly knocked
me over when he was leaving my room and I was ente.it g. I asked him what we norrnally say
when we bump into someone, expecting an "excuse me." Instead, he exclaimed, "Vote early and
vote often" and dashed off to his next class.
Adam's primary disability is autism, and he requires the assistance of a one-on-one
paraprofessional throughout his day. The paraprofessional provides Adam assistance with
remaining on task, monitoring sensory breaks, transitions and providing prompts and assistance
with task completion. Adam benefits from both verbal and visual cues.
Adam's Broad Written Language standard score on the Woodcock Johnson 3rd edition
places him at the 50th percentile when compared with his same age peers. This is considered
within the average range. Adam's Written Expression standard score on this same test places
him at the 30th percentile when compared with his same age peers. The Written Expression
subtest measures a student's fluency of production and quality of expression in writing.
Adam participates willingly with short written assignments, with adult prompting. He is
able to write simple sentences independently and is writing paragraphs with support. Adam
requires considerable adult prompting to begin the task and to keep working. He is aware of and
uses correct punctuation, capitalization, grammar and spelling. He regularly incorporates
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descriptive words within his writing. He often adds his own unrelated details to written
assignments, but when asked to appropriately follow the given guidelines, he willingly deletes
the material, attimes, inserting it at the end of the written piece. He is able to write with paper
and pencil, and when writing in this w&y, his printing is in all capital letters. He is able to
functionally use the computer for writing assignments, and appears to prefer this mode of
writing.
Setting
The setting for this research was a sixth-grade special education classroom for students
with autism. The classroom was located within a middle school housing students in sixth,
seventh and eighth grade, in a small suburban city in Minnesota. A certified special education
teacher provided instruction. The classroom contained two tables, several chairs, a blackboard
and a dry erase board, two teachers' desks and a small individual student desk placed by the
whiteboard. Also included in this classroom were two small rooms, which were used as quiet
spaces for sensory breaks for the school's population of students with autism.
Data Collection
The primary design for this study was qualitative action research, using case study
methodology, described by Leedy and Ormrod (2005). A case study involves the study or
examination of a particular individual or individuals in order to leam more about a situation, in
this case the students' experiences with writing, and to investigate how or whether the
individuals change over time as a result of the intervention (Leedy & Ormrod,2005).
Although the students in my research share the experience of carrying a disability label of
autism, and they all experience difficulty with the task of independently writing high quality
sentences and paragraphs, they each display uniquely different challenges with the task of
ria
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writing. Each participant brings their own unique experiences with writing, differing levels of
writing skills as well as varying levels of need for support. As in any classroom, there are no
two students involved in this study with the same experiences, skills or needs as related to the
writing task. As Denzin and Lincoln (1994) suggest, "the purpose of case study is not to
represent the world, but to represent the case" (p. 2a5).
Leedy and Ormrod (2005), contend that the use of case study may be "especially suitable
for learning more about a little known orpoorly understood sifuation" (p. 135). This said, the
use of case study in this research is to attempt to learn more about the writing of each of the
individual participants as they engage in writing tasks embedded in the research-based writing
methods chosen for this project. As stated previously, there is an absence of writing
interventions aimed at improving the writing of students with autism. The purpose of this
research is to explore the effects of incorporating research based writing methods into the writing
curriculum of the study's participants, all of whom have autism.
My research describes the writing task experiences of each of these students with autism,
who struggle to write proficiently and independently. ln addition, the research also investigates
and describes how each participant engages in the task of writing over time, as a result of the
given writing interventions.
The data for my research was collected through a variety of methods. First and foremost,
I engaged in active participant observation, as described by Mills (2007), in all classroom
activities involving my research. I conducted the instruction and activities involved in the study
and recorded the observations from all research activities involving the study participants.
Participant observations were documented and recorded using field notes. My observations and
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interpretations of these activities were noted. Field notes were carefully taken and transcribed
shortly after the observation using word processing equipment.
lnitially, all participants were given a writing interest inventory to assess their attitudes
about writing and how they organize themselves and go about the task of writing. A five-point
Likert-type scale was used to rate student responses to such statements as: "I enjoy writing," "I
think about what I am going to write before I begin writing," "I organize my ideas before I begin
writing," and "I look for mistakes after completing a writing assignment." The response options
available to the students in answe.ing the survey included the following: strongly disagree,
disagree, neutral , agree, and strongly agree. The inventory was given during class time. This
survey was also given post-intervention.
Next, student writing interest interviews were conducted with participants. According to
Mills (2001), "qualitative research uses narrative, descriptive approaches to data collection to
understand the way things are and what it means from the perspectives of the research
participants" (p. 4). During these interviews, the participants were asked to describe their
everyday experiences related to the task of writing sentences and paragraphs as a way of
attempting to gain a perspective about their experiences with writing. During these interviews,
attention was given to participants' answers as well as any visible non-verbal communication,
since both provided clues to the students' experiences with writing. The goal was to gain an
understanding of the experience of writing for these students. These interviews were tape
recorded and transcribed using word processing equipment. This interview was also given at the
end of the study, following instruction with the writing interventions.
Sfudent writing samples, were collected both prior to and following instruction with the
project's writing interventions. Student writing samples were evaluated using an informal
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assessment dichotomous scoring procedure from a previous investigation (Welch & Jensen,
1990). Writing samples were assessed to determine if the three basic elements of a paragraph
existed 
- 
topic sentence, supporting detail sentences, and a concluding sentence - whether the
sentences were grammatically correct, and whether the sentences in the constructed paragraph
were functional. One point was given for each sentence that had grammatically correct form,
and that served its appropriate function in the paragraph. All points were then added for each
writing sample, giving a total score for each sfudent writing sample-
Writing Interventions
Students were introduced to writing interventions within the writing lessons
provided during regularly scheduled special education pull-out class time. All instruction took
place in a small special education classroom, and the lessons were taught to the participants of
the study by a licensed special education teacher. The writing lessons involved writing
interventions from two approaches to writing instruction 
- 
writing strategies taught using the
SRSD approach and word processing.
As a guide for teaching the writing strategy and self-regulation procedures, I
modified and customized the lesson plans from two previous investigations (Bakken & Whedon,
2003; Welch, 1992). In addition, the lesson plans for the current study were based upon the
SRSD model (Graham & Harris, 2005).
According to Harris and Graham (1999), many students with learning and
behavioral problems may have difficulty with the self-regulation of organized strategic
behaviors. Additionally, they may have difficulty understanding task demands, producing
effective task strategies, and using strategies to mediate perforrnance (Harris & Grahaffi, 1999).
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With SRSD, students are explicitly taught self-regulatory procedures (including
goal setting, self-monitoring, self-instructions, self-statements, and self-reinforcement) at the
same time as they receive instruction in learning task-specific strategies, such as those in writing
composition (Harris & Graham, 1999). SRSD also involves the students in discussions about the
goals and significance of the strategy. Finally, scaffolding and feedback is tailored to each
student's individual needs (Danoff, Harris & Grahaffi, 1993).
Because each of the participant's IEPs contained goals and objectives for the
improvement of their paragraph writing, the PLEASE paragraph writing strategy was chosen as
the task strategy to implement in the study, using the SRSD approach. The PLEASE strategy
involves teaching a specific and structured formula for writing a paragraph with a stated main
idea (Graham & Harris, 2005). According to Graham and Harris (2005), "PLEASE provides
sfudents with a road map for how to write cogent paragraphs 
- 
ones with appropriate details and
clearly defined boundaries" (p. 41).
In customizing the lesson plans, I followed the steps of the SRSD model. The
stage requiring memorization of the strategy and mnemonic was eliminated. The participants in
the study benefit greatly from visual prompts, and it was felt that requiring memorization placed
an uffealistic challenge on many of the students involved. The lesson plans were developed to
cover the six instructional stages described below. I worked with the entire class as well as
providing individualized instruction, as needed. In addition, a paraprofessional provided
individualized assistance to those students who required additional support. The students
required a series of 14lessons to master the strategy and self-regulation procedures. The lessons
were taught within a six week period of time.
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Stage l: Discussion of the paragraph writing strategy. lnstruction began with a
discussion of strategy. I suggested that the students use skategies like math formulas and
processes every day to help them solve problems accurately. The students were then introduced
to the six-step PLEASE writing strategy, and I discussed with the students the goal of instruction
and the use of a strategy, which was to write better paragraphs that were fun to write and read.
Next, I introduced the specific steps involved in the PLEASE strategy. Each
student was given a small laminated chart listing the steps and the mnemonic for remembering
the strategy. The strategy and mnemonics were as follows:
P Pick the topic of the paragraph
L List ideas or information about the topic for detail sentences
E Evaluate. Is the list complete? How will I organize the ideas?
A Activate the topic sentence
S Supply supporting sentences from idea list
E End with a concluding sentence and evaluate with COPS
Students were also taught the COPS strategy, which provides a framework to
effectively "police" their paragraph, correcting mistakes in capitalization, overall appearance,
punctuation, and spelling (Graham & Harris, 2005).
While examining the strategy, the students and I discussed the reasoning for each
step. The procedures for using the strategy were explained and the students' roles as
collaborators and the importance of them putting forth effort in learning to use the strategy was
stressed. To further stress the importance of sfudent involvement, I displayed a copy of the
PLEASE/COPS contract and asked the students to sign it. The contract included statements that
the students would agree to in using the PLEASE/COPS strategies, such as agreeing to learn the
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strategies, giving their best effort to writing better sentences and paragraphs, using positive self-
talk while writing, and working hard with the teacher to improve their writing using PLEASE
and COPS.
Stage Two: Develop and Activate Background Knowledge. Because effective
use of the writing strategy to be taught, PLEASE, was dependent upon the student's knowledge
of the basic parts of a paragraph, students learned to identiff elements of a well-written
paragraph in writing samples (Harris & Graham, 1999). Students were shown several examples
of paragraphs with topic sentences, supporting detail sentences and concluding sentences. These
paragraphs were displayed on the overhead projector. The students, aided by me, identified
these elements in the paragraphs. I labeled each element as they were identified by the students.
It was emphasized that the information in a well-written paragraph fits together, and is usually
about one thing. Finally, together, the students and I wrote a paragraph with a topic sentence
supplied. This exercise, with the given topic sentence 
- 
The class is excited about their plans
over spring break 
- 
allowed each of the students to supply a detail sentence for the paragraph.
Stage Three: Student Writing Conference. The criteria upon which the student's
initial writing samples had been evaluated was then discussed with the students. I informed them
that I had looked for the elements of a good paragraph while evaluating their writing, which
included a topic sentence, detail sentences that supported the topic sentence, a concluding
sentence, and evidence of editing for spelling, capitalization, punctuation, and completeness of
sentences. A paragraph parts graph, containing each of these elements was provided to each
student. ln individual mini-conferences, a discussion followed concerning which elements the
students had included in an initial writing piece and which they had not. They received stars for
each element that they had included in their paragraph that was being discussed. The idea that
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the student's paragraphs could be made better by setting individual goals to improve certain
areas of their paragraph writing was introduced. Each student left the conference with a goal to
improve two or three elements of their paragraph writing.
Stage Four: Modeling. The process of using the writing strategy to compose a
paragraph and assessing and recording the inclusion of paragraph parts in the completed
paragraph was demonstrated as I modeled these procedures while "thinking aloud" and soliciting
students' assistance (Harris & Graham, 1999). While modeling the strategy, I used a variety of
self-statements ("What do I do next?" "Do these ideas connect with my topic?") to regulate the
strategy and write the paragraph (Harris & Graham, 1999).
Next, the composition of the paragraph using a graphic organizer inthe shape of a
hamburger was modeled. The parts of the paragraph are compared to the parts of a hamburger:
the top bun is the topic, the meat and condiments are the supporting details, and the bottom bun
is the concluding sentence. Throughout the composition, I reminded students that the inside
ingredients of the sandwich had to "go together," much like the detail sentences of a paragraph.
A hamburger, mustard and pickles all go together. It wouldn't be very appetizing to spread
peanut butter on your hamburger.
Once the paragraph was written, the students and I discussed the importance of
what we say to ourselves while we write, and the self-statements the instructor used during
writing were identified. Students then developed t'wo to three self-statements that they could use
in their writing. I offered suggestions to each student, based upon the established goals for their
paragraph writing improvement.
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Additional lessons involved modeling of the editing strategy, COPS. A
discussion was led about editing written work. Each student was given a laminated card
containing the COPS strategy for editing. The strategy and mnemonics were as follows:
C Capitalization 
- 
Have I capitalized the first word and proper nouns?
O Overall appearance 
- 
lndentation, neatness, complete sentences
P Punctuation 
- 
End of sentence punctuation
S Spelling
Students were instructed to read their written work once for each letter in the
nrnemonic to edit their work thoroughly. Students were given a paragraph that I had written,
which contained a number of errors that could be corrected using the COPS strategy. The class
worked together to discover and correct the errors, using the COPS strategy. Correct use of the
strategy was modeled while thinking aloud and using self-statements such as "What's next?"
"I'm almost done 
- 
only one more step to finish." The stage was completed by a discussion of
how using PLEASE and COPS would assist us in writing better paragraphs that were easier for
others to read.
Stage Five: Support the Strategy. Students received laminated cards with the
COPS and PLEASE strategies printed on them. The cards were laminated so that they could use
wet-erase markers to check off each step as they completed them. They were also given a card
containing their individualized self-statements. These cards were given to each student at the
beginning of each skills class session that involved writing and editing. Th*y were also given
frequent feedback during mini-conferences with me, where we discussed and charted the number
of paragraph parts included in their paragraphs.
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During this stage, the amount of assistance provided was adjusted, with the goal
of shifting the responsibility of applying the strategies to the students. Students were provided
with topic and concluding sentence strips to use in their writing, with the idea that they would
then concentrate their efforts on creating detail sentences that supported the topic. Gradually, the
strips given to the students contained only a topic, and they were responsible for writing the
entire paragraph. The mnemonic PLEASE and COPS as well as the student self statements were
available as prompts.
Stage Six: Independent Performance. Finally, as independently as possible,
students were expected to write paragraphs using the PLEASE and COPS strategies. They
worked toward their goals to include all paragraph parts in their writing. Positive and
constructive feedback was provided as needed, and I continued to review each paragraph with
students to determine how missingparts could be included (Danoff, Harris & Graham, 1993).
The second writing intervention involved the students using word processing
equipment to compose and type their paragraphs. Because it was thought that the PLEASE
writing strategy assisted the sfudents in planning their written work, students continued to use the
PLEASE cue cards and the graphic organizer to draft their paragraphs. They followed the steps
of picking a topic, listing supporting details on the organizer, and evaluating the details. The
next step, activating the topic sentence, was carried out on the word processing equipment. The
students also, with the aid of their completed graphic organizers, composed supporting detail
sentences, and ended their paragraphs with a concluding sentence 
- 
all on the word processing
equipment. The next step involved printing out a copy of their work and editing it using the
COPS strategy.
AN
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Data Analysis Procedures
The main purpose of the data analysis in this study was to identify themes and patterns
from the students' experiences with writing, derived from the data collected. Using grounded
theory,describedbyGlaserandStrauss(1967) as"thediscoveryoftheoryfrom data" (p. I),
field notes depicting sfudents' actions, interactions, verbal and physical responses, as well as my
reflections of the data, were examined, categonzed and analyzed.
Constant comparative method (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005), was used as I coded and
analyzed the data in order to develop concepts and themes. Leedy and Ormrod describe the
process of constant comparative method as "moving back and forth between data collection and
data analysis, with the data analysis driving more data collection" (2005, p. 141). This process
was used over the course of the study as I conducted the writing interventions, attempting to
modify variables in the classroom environment or instmction to best suit the students' writing
instructional needs. What I discovered mirrored Glaser and Strauss' statement of theory as
process. They view "... theory as an ever-developing entity, not as a perfected product" (Glaser
& Strauss, 1967, p.32).
The qualitative data obtained from student statements in interviews, student writing
interest inventory results and participant observations, as well as the data obtained from the
scores from writing samples was organized and synthesized in such away as to describe the
writing experiences of each of these students, both pre-intervention and post-intervention. The
data was interpreted, searching for common themes and patterns in the student's descriptions of
their individual experiences with writing, both before and after the interventions.
Student writing was evaluated for quality and quantity, using both qualitative and
quantitative measures to interpret the data. As a guide for scoring the students' writing samples,
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I used the informal assessment scoring procedure frorn a previous investigation (Welch &
Jensen, 1990). First, student writing samples were examined to determine if the three basic
elements of a paragraph existed: topic sentence, a minimum of three supporting detail sentences,
and a concluding sentence. One point was given for each of the basic elements of the paragraph
that was present, using a dichotomous scoring procedure (Welch & Jensen, 1990).
Next, the writing samples were assessed to determine whether the sentences were
grammatically correct. One point was earned for each sentence that had grammatically correct
form, while no points were given for incomplete sentences (Welch & Jensen, 1990).
Finally, each sentence in the paragraph was examined to determine if it was functional.
The topic sentence was examined to see if it introduced the topic. The supporting detail
sentences were examined to verify whether they supported and were relevant to the topic. The
concluding sentence was examined to determine if it effectively restated the topic of the
paragraph (Welch & Jensen, 1990). Points were awarded for sentence function, regardless of
the sentence's grammatical form. "This was done to acknowledge student attempts at idea and
sentence generation" (Welch & Jensen, 1990, p"40). Based upon this scoring procedure, all
points were then added for each writing sample, giving a total score for quality and quantity of
writing for each student writing sample.
Pre and post-intervention student writing sample scores were compared for each student
using their median scores. lndividual sfudent performance was determined by comparing
individual student's pre-intervention median writing score with their post-intervention median
writing score. ln addition, student writing samples from three lessons involving word
processing were evaluated and the median score for each student was calculated. This score was
then compared with the students' post-intervention writing scores.
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Using grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), I searched for common as well as
individual themes and patterns within my data regarding the writing experiences of these
students labeled with autism, and whether the writing interventions may have played a role in
changing these experiences in any way. Based upon the understanding of "... theory as an
ever-developing entity..." (Glaser & Strauss, 1967,p.32), I studied the data to compare and
confirm conclusions that were drawn. The following chapter details the findings that emerged
from this data.
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Chapter 4: Findings
As I sifted through the data from my study-piles of writing samples, lesson plans, field
notes, survey and interview results 
- 
I realized that the study had become a journey for all of us,
myself included. The findings of this journey are reported as follows. First, the pre-intervention
student writing samples and the respective student scores are compared with the post-
intervention writing samples and scores. In addition, these post-intervention sample scores are
then compared with the scores obtained from student writing samples composed with the aid of
word processing equipment. Next, themes that emerged from my participant observation data, as
well as the sfudents' viewpoints about writing gathered throughout the course of the study, that
seemed to represent the entire group of participants, are explained. Finally, a mini case-sfudy
format is used to describe how each participant engaged in the task of writing over time,
following exposure with the writing interventions introduced in the study.
Student Writing Samples Pre and Post-Intervention
Student writing was evaluated for both quality and quantity both pre-intervention and
post-intervention. Prior to providing instruction with the writing interventions, the students were
asked to write four different paragraphs on four separate days during their skills class instruction
time. The students were asked to write paragraphs about four topics: Mr. Mouth - a game that all
students have played in the classroom, ice cream, pizza and their favorite class. They were not
provided assistance with spelling or construction of their paragraphs, and were asked to write as
much as they could about the given topic, The only tools they were given were a piece of lined
paper and a pencil. Two of the students who had difficulty performing written tasks with pencil
and paper, were allowed to use word processing equipment to complete two of the writing
samples.
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Following instruction with the writing interventions, students were again asked to write
about the same four topics. They were not given assistance with spelling or construction of their
paragraphs; however, they were allowed and encouraged to use the writing tools from the SRSD
writing intervention. These tools included the PLEASE and COPS cue cards that they had
become familiar with during instruction with SRSD. Students were also allowed and encouraged
to use the paragraph graphic organizer that they had used during SRSD instruction to assist them
in planning and formatting the elements of their paragraphs.
Each writing sample was given a total score for quality and quantity. lndividual student
performance was determined by comparing individual student's pre-intervention median writing
score with their post-intervention median writing score.
Four of the five participant's median writing scores improved from pre-intervention to
post-intervention. Table 2 contains the students' scores. The post-intervention median scores
for Isaac, Adam and Robert improved by 5, 2.5 and 6.5 points respectively. These were the
students with the lowest scores at pre-intervention. Maggie, one of the strongest writers at pre-
intervention, gained 2 points on her median score at post-intervention. Lance, the strongest
writer at pre-intervention and the only writer to not experience an improvement in his pre and
post-intervention scores, experienced a decrease between his median pre and post-intervention
scores of 1.5 points.
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Table 2.
Median score results from pre-intervention and post-intentention writing samples
Student
Adam
Robert
Maggie
Lance
Isaac
Pre-intervention Median Score
4.5
5.0
8.5
12.0
2.5
Post-intervention Median Score
7.0
I 1.5
10.5
l0.s
t.5
Change
+ 2.5
+6.5
+2.0
-1.5
+5.0
Much of Adam's writing, both pre and post intervention lacked relevance and connection
with the given topic. Although his median score improved by 2.5 points from pre to post-
intervention, the writing that he produced during post-intervention continued to lack relevant
topic sentences, as well as detail and concluding sentences that supported and were pertinent to
the given topic.
Adam required no additional verbal prompts to begin the writing task when given the
Alpha Smart on which to compose his paragraph, both pre and post-intervention. He needed
many additional verbal prompts to write using pencil and paper both pre and post-intervention.
Interestingly, Adam's graphic organizers that he used for two of his four post-intervention
samples contained very relevant ideas for detail sentences, but when he used the Alpha Smart to
compose his paragraph, the detail sentences he created did not relate to the given topic.
Robert experienced great improvement between his pre-intervention and post-
intervention samples, an increase of 6.5 points. His pre-intervention samples contained many
grammatically incorrect sentences. His sentences were either run-on or incomplete. Following
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intervention, the majority of Robert's sentences were grammatically correct, and his details
supported and were relevant to the given topic. Robert's pre-intervention samples did not
contain concluding sentences, but Robert wrote concluding sentences that adequately restated the
topic in all of his post-intervention samples. During the post-intervention samples, Robert spent
a great deal of time completing his paragraph graphic organizer prior to constructing his
paragraph on lined paper. He wrote detailed sentences instead of one or two word ideas in the
spaces of the organizer. Robert was a very self-directed writer both during pre-intervention as
well as post-intervention writing samples. His biggest challenge was composing complete
sentences.
Maggie made the most notable gains in her writing from pre-intervention to post-
intervention by recognizing and omitting inappropriate details like writing"2" instead of "to"
and avoiding excessive punctuation in her writing like "ice cream is ........reecess' pecices."
Maggie omitted words in her writing both pre and post-intervention, causing many of her
sentences to be grammatically incorrect. She did not make gains in the quality of her topic
sentences when pre and post-intervention samples were compared. Maggie's pre-intervention
writing contained topic sentences, half of which were grammatically correct and adequately
introduced the given topic. One-half of her post-intervention topic sentences were also
grammatically correct and introduced the given topic. Her paragraphs, both pre and post-
intervention, contained three detail sentences which about one half of the time were
grammatically correct and adequately supported the given topic. She made slight gains in
writing concluding sentences during post-intervention samples. At post-intervention, three of
her four writing samples contained a concluding sentence, while only two of the four pre-
intervention samples contained a concluding sentence.
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Lance's post-intervention scores on his writing samples did not improve over the scores
he obtained during pre-intervention. I found that his topic sentences during pre-intervention
were qualitatively better than those he wrote at post-intervention. "My favorite ice cream is
mint" is an example of a topic sentence that he used during one pre-intervention sample. This
same topic was introduced in his post-intervention sample as, "This are my favorite toppings for
ice cream." All four of his topic sentences during pre-intervention adequately introduced the
given topic, but only two of his four post-intervention topic sentences satisfactorily introduced
the given topic. Slightly more of Lance's detail sentences were grammatically correct at post-
intervention as compared to his pre-intervention samples. During post-intervention, eight of
twelve or 6loh of his detail sentences were grammatically correct as compared to six of ten or
60% at pre-intervention. A very high percentage of his detail sentences, both pre and post-
intervention adequately supported the given topic. Lance's concluding sentences were found to
be weak at both pre and post-intervention. In both sets of writing samples, he continued to use
the following types of sentences, which did not adequately restate the given topic: "These are
some thing I like about mint ice cream" and "Those are my favorite toppings." During pre-
intervention, Lance's concluding sentences were not grammatically coffect nor did they
adequately restate the given topic. At post-intervention, only two of his four concluding
sentences were grammatically correct and none sufficiently restated the given topic.
Isaac's writing improved in both quality and quantity from his pre-intervention samples
to the post-intervention samples that he produced. His initial writing samples were comprised of
single sentences, often without periods. For the initial pre-intervention sample, Isaac wrote in all
capital letters with pencil and paper. This improved throughout the progression of the writing
samples, and he began to use upper and lower case letters correctly in both handwritten samples
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as well as those he produced with the Alpha Smart. During the post-intervention writing
samples, Isaac wrote with the aid of the SRSD cue cards and the graphic organizer. A1l of his
post-intervention samples contained three detail sentences. Of these samples, three of the four
contained correctly placed end of sentence punctuation. He did not write complete topic
sentences nor did he write concluding sentences in the post-intervention samples. Isaac wrote
the post-intervention samples with fewer verbal prompts than had been required in writing his
pre-intervention samples.
Word processing student writing samples
One of the purposes of the study was to explore the effect that the use of word processing
had on the quality and quantity of student writing. Prior to collecting the post-intervention
writing samples, the final three lessons of the study involved the participants using word
processing equipment to aid them in the construction of their paragraphs. The students first used
the graphic organizer to organize their writing ideas and then typed their paragraphs on Alpha
Smarts, composing the detail sentences and concluding sentences on this word processing tool.
After their paragraphs were tlped and printed, the participants then edited their paragraph using
the COPS strategy and cue cards.
Not all participants actually composed their sentences on the word processing equipment.
Lance preferred to write using paper and pencil, so he typed only one of his three sample
paragraphs using an Alpha Smart. Several of the other students actually wrote complete
sentences on their graphic organizers and then simply typed these sentences from their organizer
onto the word processing equipment, therefore not actually composing sentences on the Alpha
Smart.
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Table 3.
Word processing writing scores from participant writing samples
Student
Adam
Robert
Maggie
Lance
Isaac
Sample #12
7.5
l5
l0
t4
l4
Sample #13
9
IZ
l3
*10
13
Sample #14
7
8
9
*ll
l1
Word
Processing
Median Score
1.5
t2
10
1l
13
Post-
intervention
Median Score
1.4
1 1.5
10.s
10.s
7.5
* : Handwritten instead of typed on Alpha Smarl
The students' median scores at post-intervention compared with the median scores of the
students' word processing samples, shown in Table 3, were very similar, each differing by only
.5 point. Isaac's scores, on the other hand, differed considerably. Isaac's median word
processing score was 13 compared with his post-intervention writing sample score of 7.5, an
increase of 5.5 points. lnterestingly, Isaac added a concluding sentence in all three of his word
processing samples, something that he had not done in the regular post-intervention samples.
This concluding sentence was either an exact repeat of his topic sentence or identical to one of
his detail sentences, but these additional sentences allowed him to increase his scores on the
word processing samples.
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Table 4.
Student Writing Interest Inventory 
- 
Pre and Post-Intervention
I enjoy writing.I
SA A SA SA SD SD SD SD D SD
2 I think about what I am going to write before I begin writing
SD A A A N A D N N A
,}J I organize my ideas before I begin writing.
D SD A SA N A N D D A
4 I have trouble thinking about what to write.
A D N N SD SD A N SD D
5 I think I am a good writer
N N A SA N A D SD N SA
6 My writing has a beginning, a middle, and an end
SA SD A SA A A N D A A
1 When writing a paragraph, I check to make sure all of my sentences relate to the main idea of my
paragraph.
SD D A SA A A D N D A
I When writing, I say positive things about my writing in my head to help me keep going with the writing
task.
D N A SA SD SD D SD D SD
I My writing uses interesting, descriptive words.
A SD A A N D D D A D
10 My writing uses capital letters and punctuation as needed.
N SD A SA A A N A NI A
1l I prefer writing using a computer
SA SA A SA N A A SA D SD
t2 I prefer writing using pencil and paper.
SD A A A A D SD SD SD SA
13 I look for mistakes after completing a writing assignment.
D SD N N N A N SD D A
t4 After finding mistakes in my writing, I make corrections
A SD A A SD A A D D A
SD : Strongly Disagree D = Disagree N: Neutral A: Agree SA: Strongly Agree
ii' Adam 'Lance
,,Pre
, Pf_G,,'' ,.:'.P'OSt Pre Post Pre :: Post Pre,,. Fost
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As shown in Table 4, students indicated a preference in using word processing equipment
to complete writing assignments. When asked in the post-intervention Student Writing Interest
lnventory, shown in Table 4, four of the five participants expressed a preference for writing
using the computer. Only one participant, Lance, indicated a strong preference in the post-
intervention inventory for writing using pencil and paper.
The writing experiences of participants: A mini case study
Lance
I love going camping over the summer. I go fishing on my lake wen I go camping. I
play in a corne feold whith my frens wen we are camping. Wen I em campine I swim a
lot. That is why I love to go camping in the summer.
Lance was an active participant in class room activities and lessons throughout the
writing interventions. He was self-directed and a hard worker. He wrote the paragraph above
during the eleventh lesson. It is obvious from this selection that Lance has difficulty with
spelling. Lance is learning disabled and has dyslexia" On his most recent evaluation in April of
2006,he scored at the 4th percentile on the spelling subtest of the Woodcock Johnson
Achievement Test 3'd edition. His Broad Written language score placed him at the 5th percentile
when compared to his same age peers.
Lance demonstrated a tendency to write quickly and with little or no planning. He
would often be one of the first students to complete any given writing task during this study.
Prior to instruction, Lance did not edit his work for errors. During instruction and all through
the post-intervention writing samples, he used COPS to edit his work. This seemed to improve
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his awareness of spelling errors as well as omitted words and incomplete sentences in his
wntrng.
Lance appeared to exhibit an inflated confidence level in his writing ability. He
cornmented, "Mrs. Lubansky says I am a good writer. She says I write paragraphs the best that
she has seen." Lance had difficulty accepting that any part of his written work was incorrect,
and he continued to insist that he wrote exceptionally well, even though his demonstrated skills
were far below his grade level peers. Graham and Harris (2005) propose that this inflated
confidence level often prevents students with learning disabilities from devoting time and
persistence to learning new strategies that may improve their performance. Lance used the
PLEASE and COPS cue cards as well as the graphic organizer during instruction, but he was
reluctant to change the way he formatted his topic and concluding sentences. He often began
his paragraphs with "This is what I like ....." or "These are the reasons ...." and ended his
paragraphs by restating this same sentence. When I coached him on how he might write more
creative topic and concluding sentences, he announced, "That's what my other teachers tell me to
do."
Lance did not like to use the Alpha Smart for his writing. The last three lessons involved
the students using word processing equipment to compose their detail sentences and concluding
sentence from the ideas already generated in their graphic organizers. Lance used the Alpha
Smart one time, and then told me that he preferred not to use it again. I discovered that he did
not type fluently, as some of the other students did. He used a hunt and peck method, which
proved painfully slow and perhaps frustrating for him. He definitely was able to write more
quickly using pencil and paper, and this is the method that he preferred.
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Lance's post-intervention scores on his writing samples did not improve over the scores
he obtained during pre-intervention. During the post-intervention samples, Lance began using
transition words in his detail sentences. He wrote, "Ferst toping is mint saus. Secen toping is
nuts and stravery." We did not discuss the use of transition words during the lessons involved in
the study, so I am unclear where he may have received the direction to use these words. In
addition to being unnecessary in such a short paragraph, the misspellings and the resulting
tendency to write in incomplete sentences caused a decreased score on these samples.
Lance indicated that he found writing "boring and not fi.rn." In addition, he stated that
writing made him feel "mad and bored." Although he used the tools introduced in the
interventions, and was able to think of good ideas for writing, I suspect that the task of writing
was perhaps not boring for Lance, but instead very, very difficult. In the post-intervention
Student Writing lnterest lnventory, shown in Table 4, he indicated that he did not enjoy writing
but that he felt he was a good writer.
Adam
Oh, delicious! [ love pizzat And soon, I'll put pepperroni in there, and put some with
sausages. Ah, yes. After I do that, I'11 put green olives and I don't like anchovies. Yes!
And I'll put that in a pie. Ho-ho! And I'll put cheese in there. Aha! And put that into a
box I cannot reach no matter how long it takes. Ha-ha... ! ...Don't you have anything to
say? I love the pizza-making 
-factory.
When asked what kinds of things helped him write in the post-intervention interview,
Adam expressed enthusiastically, "Ahhhh 
- 
JUST WRITE!" and that is exactly what he did. He
did not need anything to help him write when given the opportunity to compose on word
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processing equipment. His fingers danced over the keyboard very quickly. He produced lengthy
and imaginative, although unstructured and off-topic paragraphs, with ease. The smile on his
face while he wrote said it all 
- 
he did enjoy writing 
- 
on the computer. Writing with pencil and
paper was a different matter altogether. When writing in this woy, he required constant prompts
to continue his effort in constructing a paragraph.
When asked if he enjoyed writing in both the pre and post-intervention interviews, Adam
immediately replied, "yes." He indicated in both the pre and post-intervention Student Writing
Interest lnventories, shown in Table 4, that he enjoyed writing. He indicated in both the pre and
post-intervention inventories that he preferred writing using a computer. This is obvious in the
above passage, which he composed with the aid of a graphic organizer, the PLEASE and COPS
cards, and an Alpha Smart. Alex typed quickly and appeared to be completely absorbed in the
task of writing when he was allowed to use word processing equipment. The compositions
typically lacked basic paragraph strucfure as well as relevance to the given topic; and he always
inserted extraneous words that had no connection to the text (ha-ha, ho-ho, ah, yes). He
appeared to lose a sense of planning when writing on the computer, but watching him compose
was exhilarating. It looked like he was having the best time with his fingers tapping and flying
across the keyboard and his body bouncing in his chair. ln many of his works, and only when
using the computer, he included the statements "I cannot reach no matter how long it takes" and
"Don't you have anything to say?" I asked him what it was that he could not reach, and he
replied, "flour." That was in a paragraph about baking with his mother.
It appeared to me that Adam's writing was more structured when he wrote without the
aid of word processing equipment, The following is an example of a paragraph that he wrote
with the aid of a graphic organizer and a supplied topic sentence in addition to the PLEASE and
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COPS cue cards. When writing using paper and pencil, Adam wrote in all capital letters, but
when he ffied, he formatted the letters correctly in upper and lower case. This piece was
written using pencil and paper:
I ENJOY MAKING MUFFINS.
I LOVE BLUEBERRY MUFFINS.
I LOVE BANANAS IN THE MUFFINS. I MAKE
MUFFINS WITH GRANDMA AND I'M MAKING THEM
IN THE BAKERY.
I LOVE MUFFINS!
Adam participated very little in classroom instruction throughout the study.
When he was asked questions, they needed to be repeated two to three times before he would
utter a response, and often the response was unrelated to the topic. Adam required considerable
cues and prompting to perform writing tasks. As late as lesson 1l out of a total of 14 lessons
involved in the study, Adam required one-on-one support in the form of cues and prompts for
each sentence written. Examples of such prornpts included "What is one more detail?" "One
more detail to go" "How can we tufll 'omake muffins with grandma" into a detail sentence?"
Adam was a bit more self-directed when working on the computer, but he still required cues and
prompts for the next steps of the task.
Adam requested and required frequent breaks in the sensory room adjacent to the
classroom. The walls of this room were painted light blue, and a slowly spinning globe-like light
scattered yellow stars and planets on the walls when it was turned on. This was Adam's favorite
place, and he would often say, "Oh, it's time to take a break." He could most often be coaxed
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into finishing a task before the break, but when he began gnawing on his hand, I knew his need
for the break was immediate and he would escape into this quiet room.
Although Alex's median score improved from pre to post-intervention, shown in Table 2,
the writing that he produced at post-intervention lacked relevant topic sentences, as well as detail
and concluding sentences. ln both the pre and post-intervention Student Writing Interest
Inventory, shown in Table 4, Alex indicated that he enjoyed writing, but he marked an "N"
representing "neutral," for the statement, "I think I am a good writer."
Robert
My mom is Naomi Ramirez. My mom is Railey is Nice to everyone. She is a good cook.
She makes us good food gives us money. takes us to Stores Buys us stuff and we Do the
same to her. She lets us go out side and Play at the Park.
This paragraph was one of the first paragraphs that Robert wrote during the study. It was
one of my favorites of his, because it was such a lovely tribute to his mother. Robert was a kind-
hearted boy who flourished with positive words and praise. He was a bit anxious and seemed to
fear doing the wrong thing or getting into trouble with his teachers or his father.
He was an active participant in classroom discussions and activities during the study. He
willingly offered answers to questions and worked well independently on the writing tasks.
When completing a writing assignment, he liked to sit at the single blue desk that was slightly
removed from the other two tables that we used in the classroom.
When he entered the classroom for class and discovered that we were writing that day, he
would often say, *We do the same thing everyday- it's always the same." Regardless of this, he
was a very hard worker and always completed each writing task given, with the exception of one
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in which he was upset because he was not given the opportunity to use the Alpha Smart that
particular day. According to both the pre and post-intervention Student Writing lnterest
lnventories, shown in Table 4, Robert preferred to write using a computer. When given the
opportunity to use the Alpha Smart, he correctly typed upper and lower case letters in their
proper places. When writing using paper and pencil, Robert often inserted capital letters in place
of lower case, especially the letter "D." Interestingly, in both the pre and post-intervention
inventories, he indicated that he did not prefer writing using pencil and paper.
Robert often had difficulty identifying incomplete sentences in his own writing. On one
particular assignment, he could not understand why "my mom's cooking" was not a complete
sentence. He would often omit necessary words in his writing. He was better able to recognize
this type of error when given the opportunity to read his paragraph aloud.
He especially liked the COPS cue card used in the study for assisting students with
editing their work. When the strategy was first introduced he exclaimed, "Mrs. Thompson is
going to call the cops!" At the end of the study, I asked Robert to tell me about PLEASE and
COPS. He replied, "First, you have to use PLEASE. You have to check off the questions on the
card. COPS is my favorite card."
Robert experienced a great deal of improvement in his writing samples between pre and
post-intervention. At the end of the study, most of Robert's sentences were grammatically
correct, and his details were supported and relevant to the given topics. He began generating
satisfactory concluding sentences, which he hadn't included in his pre-intervention writing.
Surprisingly, even with this improvement, Robert indicated in the post-intervention inventory,
shown in Table 4, that he strongly disagreed with the statement, "I think I am a good writer." He
also strongly disagreed with the statement, "I enjoy writing" at both pre and post-intervention.
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Isaac
I love ptzza it is good
Isaac was one of the most vocal participants in expressing his dislike for writing,
although he responded "yes" when asked in the pre and post-intervention interview if he enjoyed
writing. He also indicated "strongly agree" to the statement "I enjoy writing" in both the pre and
post-intervention Student Writing lnterest lnventories, shown in Table 4. When asked if he was
ready to write, he would complain, "Not again!" Isaac was a very, quiet soft-spoken boy who
did not voice displeasure in anything but writing. He demonskated through his actions that he
disliked the task very much.
Isaac's dislike for writing was understandable considering how difficult the task must
have been for him. His standardized test scores from his most recent evaluation indicated a score
at the .5 percentile on the spelling subtest of the Woodcock Johnson Test of Achievement 3'd
edition, and his Broad Written Language score placed him at the 1" percentile when compared to
his same age peers. Isaac's Full Scale IQ on the Universal Nonverbal Intelligence Test (UNIT)
was an 82, which placed him at the l2th percentile.
The task of spelling words was excruciatingly difficult for him. While writing, he
continually said, "I don't know how to spell it" when trying to write the most basic one-syllable
words. Determining the correct vowel and vowel combinations in the spelling of words was
especially troublesome. The words that he could spell, he used again and again in his writing.
His paragraphs consisted of sentences like the following: is fun. is good. I
love
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Although Isaac preferred to write using word processing equipment like the Alpha Smarts
that were available in my classroom, his typing was extremely slow and laborious. Using a hunt
and peck method while he typed, an assignment written on the Alpha Smart often took Isaac
more time to finish than one written with pencil and paper, He was less resistant to write while
using word processing equipment, but writing in this way did not improve the ease with which
he wrote orthe quality of his writing. He still required considerable adult support to prompt him
through the process as well as approximately 40 minutes of time to compose a 4-5 sentence
paragraph.
For one particular assignment, I asked Isaac to dictate his thoughts to me while I wrote.
He had been supplied a topic sentence. This was the result:
"I swim in the pool. I love to dive. Swimming is the best. A swimming belt will help
me so I won't drown."
From this example, I realized that he was capable of producing much longer sentences
when someone else did the writing forhim. [n fact, this is how he accomplished many of his
writing assignments in his regular education classes.
Isaac had sensory needs that were discovered and met during the course of the study. I
obtained a sensoryball forhim to sit on about half way through the study. This seemed to help
his level of alertness and his ability to stay on task. The ball forced him to sit up rather than
slump in his chair. His level of reluctance toward writing seemed to decrease as well. He smiled
each time he saw me bringing it out for him. ln the post-intervention interview, when asked
what kinds of things helped him write, Isaac replied, "the ball." While the occupational therapist
observed Isaac during a writing assignment, she informed me that he would benefit from
chewing pretzels to compensate for "deep pressure sensory needs." Sure enough, after being
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given a small handful of pretzels, Isaac's attention was brought back to the writing task, and he
was able to focus much more. While Isaac continued to need considerable adult prompting and
great amounts of time to complete a writing assignment, the sensory ball, Alpha Smart and the
pretzels decreased his resistance to the task of writing.
Isaac's writing improved notably from pre to post-intervention. Isaac's initial writing
samples were single sentences, often without periods. At post-intervention, all of Isaac's
samples contained three detail sentences, most of which had correctly placed end of sentence
punctuation. In both the pre and post-intervention Student Writing Interest Inventory, shown in
Table 4, Isaac indicated "agree" and "strongly agree" respectively, to the statement, "I think I am
a good writer."
Maggie
I like to dance. Dancing is fabulis. Dance is fun. I have dance four five years. Danec
gives lots of energy this subject is strong healthy and tuns of fun...it is good feels good.
Dance.
My favorite animal is a wite tiger-Ilove wite tigers.There butiful animals.I like
tigers.Some tigers are rare to find.If tigers all live in one aria that would not be good.This
animal is in danger.If we killed all tigers we would be killing their herd and theirwould
be no butiful creatures.I like these tigers ever again. I love tigers.
Maggie wrote quickly and raced to complete many of the assignments in the study. She
was diagnosed with ADHD several years ogo, and she was not taking medication. Maggie
demonstrated impulsivity and inconsistency in her writing. She was reminded often to slow
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down and take her time. She frequently wrote using incomplete sentences, omitted words, and
she did not edit her work for these types of mistakes prior to the writing intervention instruction.
Even when she used the COPS editing strategy taught during the study, she often didn't
recognize incomplete sentences, omitted words and spelling errors in her writing. ln the post-
intervention interview, when asked about PLEASE and COPS, Maggie replied, "I don't like
neither one of them 
- 
PLEASE 
- 
I already know my manners, and COPS 
- 
I feel like they're
going to come and get me." When asked how she used them, she stated, "How the teacher tells
me to." When asked if she used them without the teacher's instructions, she responded,
"Depends 
- 
only if I'm in a good mood."
The above two writing samples illustrate how inconsistent Maggie's writing was during
the study. The samples were composed only two days apart. The paragraphs were written using
the same format. The participants were allowed to use aparagraph graphic organtzer to format
their ideas. They used the PLEASE and COPS cue cards to write and edit their paragraphs, and
they used word processing equipment to write their paragraphs. The quality difference between
these two paragraphs was quite noticeable.
The students were instructed to read their paragaphs four times when editing, once for
each letter of COPS 
- 
capitalization, overall appearance and complete sentences, punctuation and
spelling. Maggie did not always perform this step as directed, instead reading it only once
through for all of the letters of COPS. On one particularwriting example, however, I witnessed
Maggie performing the editing task quite thoroughly. She talked to herself softly as she
performed the task, "ok, now I'm done with the capitals 
- 
I know I put one in her somewhere."
She recognized a spelling error by reading the paragraph multiple times and using the COPS cue
card during this sample.
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When asked what kinds of things helped her write, Maggie replied, "eating." She seemed
to have an insatiable appetite, and definitely was more focused in class when she remembered a
snack. I could always tell when she had not had breakfast, and was quick to provide a snack on
those occasions.
Maggie responded to rewards, praise and incentives. The stars earned on the feedback
charts used in the study inspired her to write, at least on occasion. One day in which she had
earned all of the stars possible for that particular paragraph, she said excitedly, "next time I'll
write about horses, then the next time, I'll write about cats again."
Maggie loved to draw, and many of her writing samples were sprinkled with her
drawings of cats, horses and ladies with long flowing hair and dresses. I used this as an
incentive, but discovered that this may have been the cause of some of her rushing through the
writing assignment in order to be able to draw. Interestingly, I noticed the word "kitty" written
on the top of one of her SRSD cue cards during one of our writing assignments. I believe she
used this as a visual reminder to herself because at the time she was working to earn a stuffed cat
as a reward for another class.
As the study progressed, Maggie became more independent at the task of writing
paragraphs. She rarely asked for help, and appeared much more self-directed at the end of the
study. It appeared that she resisted writing or found it difficult to begin the task if she was
troubled by an issue with a friend or family member and hadn't been given an opporfunity to talk
it through with me. Maggie demonstrated a need to talk through personal problems with me
before she could move on to the task at hand.
In the post-intervention Student Writing lnterest Inventory, shown in Table 4, Maggie
indicated "agree" to the statement "I think I am a good writer." ln the pre-intervention
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inventory, she had indicated "N" for neutral to the same statement. In both the pre and post-
intervention inventories, she marked the "SD" response, indicating that she strongly disagreed
with the statement "I enjoy writing." Maggie made the most noticeable gains in her writing from
pre-intervention to post-intervention by eliminating inappropriate details like writing
"soooooooo" instead of "so" and avoiding incorrect and excessive punctuation like "My favorite
class science!"
Common themes across students
Based upon my participant observation data, participants' viewpoints about writing as
expressed in the writing interest interviews as well as their responses from the student writing
interest inventory, found in Table 4, the following are themes that emerged from the study.
"I don't like to write 
- 
I don't like to write": Dislike ofwriting
The participants of this study did not enjoywriting, and this did not change over the
course of the study. Only two of the five participants indicated "agree" to the statement, "I enjoy
writing" in both the pre and post-intervention Sfudent Writing Interest Inventory, shown in Table
4,and one of them was Isaac, who quite frequently announced, "Writing again?! I already did
writing" or "I don't like to write 
- 
I don't like to write." One duy, as he was brought to my
classroom for a writing lesson, he cried all the way to my room, knowing that he would be asked
to write when he arrived. It remains unclear why he stated that he enjoyed writing when his
actions demonstrated that he clearly did not.
The other three participants indicated "disagree" to the statement, "I enjoy writing" in
both the pre and post-intervention Student Writing lnterest Inventory, shown in Table 4. In fact,
Lance, one of these three students, indicated "disagree" to the statement, "I enjoy writing" in the
pre-intervention survey and o'strongly disagree" to this same statement in the post-intervention
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survey. His dislike of writing actually increased. His reasoning for his dislike of writing in the
post-intervention interview was that "it was boring and not fun." When asked if there was
anything that could be done to make it fun, he replied "no." Lance has dyslexia and experiences
great difficulty with spelling. He could come up with good writing ideas, but had great difficulty
composing on paper or on the computer, In the post-intervention interview, when asked how he
felt when requested to complete a writing assignment, he commented, "mad and bored - writings
not fun and I don't like to write." The other participants voiced their displeasure with writing
throughout the sfudy as well. Maggie announced on many occasions, "I hate to write." She
explained during her pre-intervention interview, "Writing's ok 
- 
but I really don't like it that
much. You have to write long paragraphs and you waste a lot of lead." She added, "Writing
makes me feel tired and not cooperative. My head gets tired and then I get crabby." During the
post-intervention interview, she commented, "Writing hurts my fingers."
Adam was the only participant who did not verbally complain when asked to write. He
did require extensive prompting and negotiating to initiate and continue writing tasks, however,
unless the writing was being performed on word processing equipment, in which case, he
required fewer prompts. Adam commented that writing "made him feel excited" and he "felt
great" when asked to complete a writing assignment.
Of great interest and concern was Lance's comment during the post-intervention
interview that "quiet" would help him write. The classroom where the writing lessons and
interventions were conducted was anything but quiet. Teachers, paraprofessionals and other
students walked in and out and carried on conversations with the teacher with whom I shared the
room. There were only rare occasions when there was not a distraction or conversation
occurring. This may have had something to do with Lance's struggle with writing and his
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negative feelings toward it as well, and it is quite likely that this had an impact on the other
students as well.
Although participants admitted throughout the study that they did not like to write, they
all willingly participated in the assigned writing tasks. On only two occasions were there
students who did not complete the given writing assignment. Robert wrote only one sentence
during a pre-intervention writing sample, perhaps because he was angry that he could not use an
Alpha Smart on that particular day. Another time, Lance was unable to think of what to write for
a paragraph about his step-mother.
"Riteing is hard": Lack of writing skills
As the literature repeatedly suggests, writing is a complex task. Throughout the study,
participants demonstrated a lack of proficiency in planning, applying the rules of writing, and
editing, illustrating just how difficult this task can be.
The students showed little evidence of planning prior to writing during pre-intervention
as well as at post-intervention. Those who wrote quickly, Lance, Robert and Maggie, began
writing as soon as they were given paper, with little or no time spent, mentally planning what
theywrote. When asked what kinds of things helped him write, in the pre-intervention
interview, Lance said, "nothing really 
- 
I just write." They may have benefited from the graphic
organizer used throughout instruction and during the post-intervention samples, but most often,
the students seemed to write the thoughts that came to them without planning how they fit
together or related to the given topic- The participants in this study wrote just as Troia and
Graham (2002) describe the writing of students with learning disabilities, "they plan as they
write, summoning from memory any information that is somewhat relevant, writing it down, and
using each preceding idea to stimulate the generation of the next one" (p. 290).
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All participants began their paragraphs by writing in the paragraph graphic organizer,
provided during instruction. This tool was intended to assist them in planning their paragraphs
during the study. It provided the basic format for the paragraphs that they wrote throughout
instruction. The organizer provided separate spaces for them to write a topic sentence, three
detail sentences and a conclusion. When asked in the post-intervention Student Writing lnterest
Inventory, shown in Table 4, three of the five participants indicated "agree" to the statement,
"My writing has a beginning, a middle, and an end." Curiously, these same participants had
indicated "agree" to this same statement in the pre-intervention inventory, something that I did
not observe. Composing topic and concluding sentences was very difficult for these students.
During instruction, ready-made topic and concluding sentence strips that the students glued onto
their graphic organizers were created as a way of bridging this gap and allowing the students to
focus on writing good detail sentences. This tool was faded toward the end of the study, as the
participants began creating their own writing ideas as well as topic and concluding sentences.
Regarding planning, four of the five students indicated "agree" to the statement, "I think
about what I am going to write before I begin writing" in the post-intervention Student Writing
lnterest lnventory, shown in Table 4. Prior to instruction, these same students indicated "agree,"
"strongly disagree" or "neutral" to this same statement in the pre-intervention Student Writing
Interest Inventory. Following instruction three of the five students indicated "strongly agree" or
"agree" to the statement, "When writing a paragraph, I check to make sure all of my sentences
relate to the main idea of my paragraph." Adam indicated "strongly disagree" in the pre-
intervention survey and "disagree" in the post-intervention inventory to the statement, "'When
writing aparugraph, I check to make sure all of my sentences relate to the main idea of my
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paragraph." Adam's sentences within his paragraphs, especially when composed on word
processing equipment, often did not relate to the topic.
The students did not apply the rules of writing in their paragraphs throughout the study.
There seemed a general lack of application of the structural components of good sentences
including punctuation, the make-up of a complete sentence, and use of apostrophes and
conjunctions. Lance wrote, "all the cakes are gon in my stomik." Maggie wrote, "I sleeped, in.
and wachted tV." Isaac wrote, "the SLiDe is fun"
When given an idea for a topic like, "what I did over spring break," they couldn't
understand why this statement could not be used for a topic sentence. During this particular
writing exercise, three of the five students wrote this statement as their topic sentence, even after
I specifically mentioned that this was not a complete sentence. At post-intervention two of
Robert's topic sentences for two separate paragraph samples were not complete. He wrote,
"How to play Mr. Mouth" and "My favorite ice cream flavor." At post-intervention, Isaac
wrote, "Pizza it is good" and Adam wrote, "'W'ow, cool," neither of which were complete
sentences.
The participants of the study showed no evidence of editing their work prior to
instruction with the writing interventions. As soon as they finished writing, they turned their
papers over, or brought them to me, indicating that they were finished with the assignment.
Their compositions contained capital letters inappropriately placed in the middle of sentences,
incomplete sentences, run-on sentences and omitted and misspelled words. Adam's
compositions also contained many extraneous expressions like "yes ," "ah ha" and "ho ho."
During instruction, participants were taught to use the COPS editing strategy cue cards to help
them recognize and correct these types of errors. With this strategy, they were taught to read
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their paragraphs four separate times in order to check for errors in each of the different areas.
Students used the strategy with varying levels of frequency and success. Some of them rushed
through the editing process with COPS and were still unable to recognize errors in their writing.
I found that when the COPS strategy was used to edit paragraphs that had been typed on
word processing equipment by the students or an adult, the students could more frequently
identify their effors. Interestingly, the students often could not recognize errors in their
paragraphs when they were written with pencil and paper. On one occasion, when Adam was
using COPS to edit a paragraph that he had hand-written, for correct capitalization, he
exclaimed, "Oh, they're all wrong!" as he recognized that all of his letters were incorrectly
capitalized. When writing with pencil and paper, Adam capitalized all of his letters. The
students would, at times, deny making errors by statinE,"I didn't spell this like that" or "I didn't
put a capital letter here." I would have to assure them that I had typed exactly what they had
written. The COPS strategy seemed to assist the students in at least spending some time with the
editing process, and I witnessed them using the strategy at least occasionally throughout the
study.
When asked what kinds of things helped them write in the post-intervention interview,
Robert mentioned that PLEASE and COPS "helped him correct what he wrote." Robert did use
these cue cards during his writing, and they seemed to make a difference in the quality of his
writing that he produced. Although the SRSD cue cards, highlighting the strategies of PLEASE
and COPS, were not used consistently or completely by the participants, it was evident that the
students attempted to use the strategies at least some of the time. The students used wet erase
markers that they were provided to check off completed steps of the strategy on the laminated
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cue cards. Quite often, not all of the steps were checked off, but it was evident that the cards
were being used by the participants.
Following intervention, four of the five of the students indicated "agree" to the statement,
"My writing uses capital letters and punctuation as needed" in the post-intervention Student
Writing lnterest Inventory, shown in Table 4. In comparison, two of the five students indicated
"agree" to this same statement in the pre-intervention inventory. In addition, in the post-
intervention inventory, fwo of the five sfudents indicated "agree" to the statement, "I look for
mistakes after completing a writing assignment" as compared to 0 of the 5 participants who
indicated *agree" to this same statement in the pre-intervention inventory. Furtherrnore, these
same students, Lance and Maggie, at the post-intervention inventory, indicated "agree" to the
statement "After finding mistakes in my writing, I make corrections." Prior to instruction, these
students indicated "disagree" to this statement.
"I think I am a good writer": Student opinions of themselves as writers
Overall, at the end of the study, the studentparticipants viewed themselves as good
writers. Of the participants, 3 of 5 indicated "strongly agree" or "agree" with the statement, "I
think I am a good writer" in the post-intervention Student Writing lnterest lnventory, shown in
Table 4. Two of these students, Maggie, and Lance, changed their responses to this statement
from pre to post-intervention. Both of these students indicated "neutral" responses to this
statement in the pre-intervention survey. This suggests that these sfudents increased their
opinions of themselves as good writers during the course of the study.
In the pre-intervention Student Writing lnterest lnventory, shown in Table 4, Isaac
indicated that he "agreed" with the statement, "I think I am a good writer." tn the post-
intervention inventory, he indicated that he "strongly agreed" with this same statement, implying
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that he also changed his opinion of himself as a good writer in a positive direction at the end of
the study.
Adam's response to the statement, "I think I am a good writer" remained unchanged from
the pre-intervention inventory to the post-intervention survey, shown in Table 4. He indicated a
"neutral" response in both surveys. I had described the "neutral" response option to sfudents as
"implying uncertainty or being unsure whether they exhibited the characteristic or not."
Considering this explanation, it could be interpreted that Adam responded "neutral," suggesting
that he was o'unsure" whether he was a good writer both in the pre and post-intervention
inventories.
Robert was the only student in the study who indicated that he "disagreed" with the
statement, "I think I am a good writer" in the pre-intervention survey, shown in Table 4. He
responded that he "strongly disagreed" with this same statement in the post-intervention survey,
providing an indication that he viewed himself more negatively as a good writer at post-
intervention as compared to pre-intervention.
Randy Pausch, a 47 -year-old professor at Carnegie Mellon University who was
diagnosed with terminal cancer, wrote his book entitled The Last Lecture, in which he
encouraged patience with others by saying, "wait long enough and people will surprise and
impress you" (Zaslow, 2008, p. R3). As this writing journey with my students came to an end, I
realized that they had surprised and impressed me each day throughout the study. Although
progress seemed small or even nonexistent at times, they worked hard, performing a task that
many of them indicated they did not like. Many made gains in their writing proficiency. Above
all, I was given the opportunity to read many engaging samples of their work, which offered a
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snapshot of who they are as writers, In the following chapter, I draw conclusions from the
findings documented in Chapter Four.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion and Implications
The purpose of this study was to explore the effects of incorporating research-based
writing methods, namely SRSD writing instruction and word processing, into the writing
curriculum of a small group of adolescent students with autism. The sfudents'experiences with
the writing curriculum were observed and documented and the quality and quantity of their
writing was measured.
The results of this investigation suggest the strong possibility that SRSD strategy
instruction, along with the visual tools and adult support used in the study, had a positive impact
on the writing performance of the students with autism in my classroom. Following instruction,
the writing of four of the five participants improved, based upon the comparison of pre and post-
intervention writing sample scores. After intervention, Robert wrote more grammatically correct
sentences. In addition, the detail sentences that he wrote after intervention supported his topic
sentences more strongly, and he began writing concluding sentences, something he had not done
previously. Maggie also began writing concluding sentences at post-intervention, and she
omitted inappropriate punctuation details. Although Lance's post-intervention writing score did
not improve over his score at pre-intervention, following instruction, he wrote more
grammatically correct detail sentences. Finally, Isaac improved from initially writing single
sentences, often without punctuation, to writing paragraphs containing four to five sentences
after intervention.
The students involved in the study dernonstrated a lack of planning before they began
writing and editing their work once finished. The visual tools used in instruction, the graphic
organizer, and the PLEASE and COPS cue cards, played a role in assisting the students in
planning their paragraphs before writing and editing their work. This increased time and effort
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with planning and editing quite likely helped cause the increase in writing scores at post-
intervention for the participants.
The PLEASE cue card, meant to assist the sfudents with planning and writing their
paragraphs, was not used consistently or completely by the students. They did, however,
attempt to use the steps on this card and check them off as they completed them at least some of
the time. The students used the graphic organizer for each writing sample during instruction and
the post-intervention samples. Adam's graphic organizers for two of his four post-intervention
samples contained very relevant ideas for detail sentences. Robert spent a great deal of time
completing his graphic organizers prior to constructing his paragraph final copies. Several of the
students wrote complete sentences on their graphic organizers throughout the study. The COPS
cue card seemed to assist them in at least spending some time with the editing process)
something that was completely absent from their writing routines prior to the study,
I believe that the SRSD cue cards 
- 
PLEASE, and COPS 
- 
as well as the graphic
organizer also supported these students in becoming more independent with the task of writing
paragraphs during this study. Maggie became a more independent writer as did Robert. Even
Isaac wrote his post-intervention samples with fewer verbal prompts than he had required at pre-
intervention. Some of this, for Isaac, ffi&y have been the result of my having discovered and then
provided items to meet his sensory needs. His reluctance to write and need for constant
prompting decreased somewhat when he was provided a sensory ball to sit on and pretzels to
munch.
One of the purposes of the study was to explore the effect that the use of word processing
had on the quality and quantity of student writing. While "writing on a computer" was preferred
by four of the five participants in the post-intervention Student Writing Interest Inventory, shown
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in Table 4, the writing scores were not significantly different when students wrote using word
processing equipment as compared to using paper and pencil. I believe, however, that for at least
two of these four students, allowing them to write using word processing equipment served to
decrease their resistance to the task of writing. The two students who required considerable
adult support and repeated prompting to complete writing tasks, Adam and Isaac, needed fewer
prompts when allowed to write using Alpha Smarts.
Finally, and of great disappointment, it appeared that SRSD instruction along with the
visual tools and adult support did not help to change the participants' dislike of writing. Except
for Adam, who reported that writing made him "feel great," three of the other students replied in
the post-intervention Student Writing Interest Inventory, shown in Table 4, that they "strongly
disagreed" with the statement "I enjoy writing." In fact, Lance's dislike of writing increased as
he had indicated in the pre-intervention inventory that he "disagreed" with the statement "I enjoy
writing," and in the post-intervention inventory, he responded that he oostrongly disagreed" with
the statement.
Kevin Buddhu, an English teacher from Adolfo Camarillo High School in California
explains, "Writing is notjust saying something. It's acquiring aprocess bywhich to think about
what to say" (as cited in Writing and School Reform,2006, p. 15). Although the participant's
feelings toward writing did not change by implementing this writing approach in my classroom,
the evidence that several of the students improved their quality of writing during the study is
encouraging. They showed evidence of planning and editing in their writing, which were
missing elements prior to the study. If writing is a process by which to think about what to say,
perhaps the SRSD writing approach may be a viable method to assist the reluctant writers in my
classroom in thinking about what to say and improving their writing along the way.
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The findings of this action research study contribute needed data to the Iimited
knowledge base of writing approaches that are successful in improving the writing of adolescent
students with autism. The research shows some evidence of the positive effect that the SRSD
writing approach and visual tools used throughout the study may have on other adolescent
students who struggle with writing as well.
Implications of Findings
As an educator who will continue to instruct middle school students with autism, the
findings of this research provide data to support the use of writing strategies that provide visual
tools to assist my students in becoming more accomplished writers. According to Notbohm and
Zysk (2004), visual tools help students with autism spectrum disorder process language, organize
their thinking, and remember information.
It has been my experience that teachers do not like to teach writing. In scheduling
sessions, planning for the next school year's schedules, teachers in my building overwhelming
prefer to teach reading or math classes. Writing has been the last choice. Educators must find
ways to effectively reach and teach students who struggle with writing. The results of the 2007
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) indicate that there are high proportions of
students with disabilities tested in our nations' schools who are writing at or below the Basic
level (Salahu-Din et a1.,2008). In fact, 46% of eighth-grade public school students with
disabilities scored below the Basic level (Salahu-Din et al., 2008).
The students in this study often produced qualitatively better writing when asked to write
about something they were interested in or enjoyed. Maggie's paragraph about white tigers and
Lance's paragraph about camping are examples. Somehow we need to engage students in the
process of writing, perhaps through their interests.
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As Saddler (2006) suggests, sfudents need different amounts of time and practice to learn
and be ahle to apply the strategy. Students who have more advanced writing skills or those who
work more independently may learn the strategy more quickly than others who may need much
more additional instruction, modeling and practice (Saddler, 2006).
As was quite evident in this study, students also needed varying levels of adult support.
Planning for varying levels of needed instruction and adult support is critical.
Recommendations
Based upon the findings of this action research study, a number of recommendations are
made for continued writing instruction in my classroom. First, Lance, one of the participants,
when asked what may have made writing easier for him replied, "Quiet." From this, I concluded
that for Lance, and quite possibly for other participants, there were too many distractions in the
room, which may have affected his writing perfoffnance as well as that of others. Classroom
space is extremely Iimited at my school, but I know from this experience that I must find a way
to limit the people coming and going from my classroom during instruction time.
In addition, only one of the participants in the study had proficient keyboarding skills.
This may have hampered the speed and ease with which they wrote using the Alpha Smarts.
Also, during this study, we had access to only Alpha Smarts, which did not have spelling and
grammar checking options. I believe that keyboarding training would allow the students to
become more proficient at typing, and perhaps composing using word processing equipment.
They should also be taught to use technology to support editing and writing. They will receive
both types of training as seventh graders.
Because there seemed to be a general lack of knowledge of the structural components of
good sentences, based upon the writing that the participants produced during the study, I
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reconrmend additional and intensive lessons in basic sentence writing, including grammar,
punctuation and spelling. Also, for those students that had great difficulty with spelling, Bos and
Vaughn (2006), suggest that they are provided with a list of key words and difficult to spell
words to assist with writing and editing. A word bank could be compiled for each student which
included the words that they frequently misspelled in their writing.
The students may have received benefit from more frequent individual writing
conferences. I would recommend that specific time be set aside to perform this important task.
Welch and Jensen ( 1990) suggest that the teacher and student, together review writing samples to
identify specific areas of strengths and weaknesses. Then, jointly, they make decisions about the
areas that need improvement. In this wfly, the student takes a more active part in the learning
process. Bos and Vaughn (2006) also suggest that by conferring with the teacher in this way, the
students will learn methods for evaluating their own work.
Finally, students experienced difficulty editing their work throughout the study. As a
way of promoting this necessary skill along with encouraging social interaction, I recommend
the addition of peer editing to writing curriculum. Bos and Vaughn (2006) support this by
suggesting that students edit their own work first and then ask a classmate to edit it. Students use
peer editing checklists, and their editing focuses on coffecting aspects of writing involving end
punctuation, beginning capitaltzation, complete sentences, indenting paragraphs and spelling
(Bos & Vaughn, 2006).
Future studies
During the study, two sfudents required and received a large amount of additional adult
support involving prompts, cues and sensory considerations. Continued investigation is
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warranted to discover whether the strategy instruction itself or the level of adult support provided
to these students caused the increase in writing performance.
ln addition, it would be interesting to explore whether the students could generalize the
writing strategy to other environments and classroom assignments that require paragraph writing.
Writing is an integral part of all aspects of school curriculum. It would be beneficial that
students' writing skills extend to all areas of the curriculum.
This action research project has demonstrated the value in using a writing strategy with
visual tools and adult support to increase the writing performance of students with autism.
Although theory is grounded in empirical data, I acknowledge possible limitations to the findings
in this study.
Limitations
The participants of the study knew they were being observed, interviewed and that they
were participating in writing assignments for a research project. This opens the possibility that
they may have been self-conscious about their actions during the study as well as their answers
to interview and survey questions, which may not have reflected their true perspectives.
Due to the extensive needs of two of the participants in the study for prompting and work
completion, there was less individualized adult attention and time available for the other three
participants. These three students may very well have benefited from more individualized
instruction and guidance, and consequently, their writing performance may have improved more.
Despite these limitations, the findings are encouraging and suggest the possibility that
SRSD strategy instruction along with visual tools and adult support had a positive impact on the
writing performance of the students with autism in my classroom.
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Chapter 6: Self-Reflection
I have always had a passion for writing and experienced dismay, disappointment and
confusion in working with students with special needs, especially those on my current caseload
with autism, as they struggled with the task of writing in my classroom. The 2003 report of the
National Commission on Writing for America's Families, Schools, and Colleges entitled, The
Neglecled "R": The ltleedfor a Writing Revolution declared, "writing today is not a frill for the
few, but an essential skill for the many" (p. 3). I felt it essential that the students in my charge
learned to perform the task of writing coherent sentences and paragraphs in order to be prepared
for the future.
Pursuing this action research project as the culmination of my Masters of Arts in
Education degree through Augsburg's Weekend College, I hoped that the writing instruction
methods that I chose for this research would benefit the students with autism in my classroorn
this year as well as provide assistance to the students whom I would encounter in my classroom
in the coming years.
I felt overwhelmed as I began my project, realizing that the skill deficits and unique
needs related to writing that each of my students presented in the classroom, would present
challenges in my research. I was unsure whether the writing methods that I had chosen would
make a difference in the student's writing. What became clear was that the strategy instruction
and visual cues helped to provide my students with a road map for writing. These tools assisted
them in organizing their thoughts as well as the writing process. The SRSD writing strategy
assisted my reluctant writers in thinking about what to say, and the visual cues helped make the
writing process more visible and concrete for them. Scott and Vitale (2003) propose, "writing is
a highly cornplex but teachable process" {p.220). I discovered this to be true.
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I came to realize about halfway through my research project that I had underestimated the
importance of providing for the sensory needs of one of my students in particular. With the
guidance and support of the school's occupational therapist, I was able to supply one of my
students with a stability sensory ball which improved his seated posture while he was positioned
at the table performing a writing task. This appeared to improve his level of alertness and
concenkation on the given writing tasks, and I continued to use the stability ball for this student
for the remainder of the study. I also followed up on the occupational therapist's suggestion of
allowing this student to munch on pretzels while writing to compensate for his "deep pressure"
sensory needs. Both of these changes for this particular student resulted in his applying more
attention to the assigned tasks as well as requiring fewer verbal prompts to complete writing
tasks.
According to Marchisan (2001), "all students come to school with arepertoire of
experiences, concerns, and ideas waiting to be written" (p. 155). Participants in my research
were most eager and seemed to prefer writing about themselves or things that they were very
interested in or had previously experienced. Lance's paragraph about camping, Maggie's
paragraph about white tigers, and Isaac's paragraph about swimming in the pool prove this point.
These students had favorite topics that they liked to write about. The trick as a writing teacher
was to capture these interests and provide engaging writing experiences and methods with which
to teach this important skill,
One of the students involved in my research, Adam, professed to enjoy the task of writing
throughout the project. When writing his paragraphs on the computer, he wrote with almost
perfect punctuation, spelling and grammar. His paragraphs were almost always unrelated to the
given topic and filled with extraneous details. The writing strategies used in the study assisted
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him somewhat in writing in a more coherent and organized w&y, but definitely not always. This
is one example of his writing:
Don't you want my favorite class? IJm, Noah is a leader who guides the animals and uh,
excuse me. He has rafts, huts, animals, and helicopters, and hippopotamuses, animals,
rhinoceroses. I'm getting eating by a horrible bug! HA! Ah, yes.
His writing was a purzzle to me throughout the study until I attended a special education
mini seminar on autism given by several of our district autism specialists. The seminar, entitled
"Through my Eyes," featured a video by Amanda BagBS, B 26-year-old woman with autism. She
had recorded and placed her video, entitled In My Language, on YouTube.com. It received the
attention of CNN and is now available for viewing on CNN.com. She communicates using a
computer and a voice synthesizer while narrating this video. She explains:
The way I naturally think and respond to things looks and feels so different from standard
concepts ... that some people do not consider it thoughtatall, but it is a way of thinking
in its own right. However, the thinking of people like me is only taken seriously if we
learn your language (Baggs, 2007).
It stmck me that I had been looking at Adam's writing "through my own eyes" and not
through his. I must confess that I had not considered Adam's writing "thought" either, but
instead random words and sentences patched together in paragraph form. I am still unclear how
I might come to understand his language and experiences through his writing, but I admit that it
now seems necessary to view it differently 
- 
through a different lens. That will be my challenge
as I am privileged to work with Adam as well as the other students involved in my study again
next year.
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Finally, I admit to feeling that I had a vested interest in wanting my students to write
better as a result of incorporating the writing strategies in my curriculum. It was difficult to
remember that I was there to observe what happened as a result of using the strategies. It was
not my purpose to expect and try to ensure that the strategies and interventions would be
successful in "changing" the writing of my students. I needed to remind myself of this each and
every day throughout the study.
I also needed constant reminders to stop focusing on what my students were doing wrong
in the way of their writing, and celebrate what they were doing right. As one of my students
wrote, "Riting is hard, I will try harder." These students did try hard each day to become better
writers. Th*y undertook a task that many admitted was not their favorite. They used the tools I
provided them and worked diligently each day. I appreciate their hard work and applaud their
efforts.
As it turned out, throughout this research project, I believe I learned just as much about
writing as my students did. I also had the opportunity to come to know these students as unique
individuals as well as writers. I look forward to continuing our journey with writing as we begin
a new school year together in the fall.
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Appendix A: Pre-Intervention Student Writing Interest lnterview
Student Writing Interest Interview*
Name
Date Age
1 Do you enjoy writing?
Why or why not?
yes no
2. Tell me how you feel when you are asked to complete a writing task?
Tell me about a time when you were asked to write about something that you
were really interested in.
4. What kinds of things help you write?
(listing ideas, talking about ideas with others, drawing pictures, graphic
organizers)
What kinds of things do you say to yourself as you write? ("1 can do this." "Only
one more idea. ")
{< Modified from Writing Questionnaire-Pretest from the following journal:
Bakken, J., & Whedon, C. (2003). Giving students with learning disabilities the powerto
write: Improving the quality and quantity of written products. Learning Disabilities, 12,
t3-22.
(Interview questions and student responses will be tape recorded and transcribed by Mary
Floto-Thompson using word processing equipment).
aJ
5
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Appendix B: Post-lntervention Student Writing Interest lnterview
Student Writing Interest Interview*
Name
Date Age
1 Do you enjoy writing?
Why or why not?
yes no
2. Tell me how you feel when you are asked to complete a writing task?
Tell me about a time when you were asked to write about something that you
were really interested in.
4. What kinds of things help you write?
(listing ideas, talking about ideas with others, drawing pictures, graphic
organizers)
5. Tell me about PLEASE & COPS.
What kinds of things do you say to yourself as you write? ("1 can do this." "Only
one more idea. ")
{< Modified from Writing Questionnaire-Pretest from the following journal:
Bakken, J., & Whedon, C. (2003). Giving students with learning disabilities the power to
write: Improving the quality and quantity of written products. Learning Disabilities, 12,
t3-22,
(Interview questions urud student responses will be tape recorded and transcribed by Mnry
Floto-Thompson using word processing equipment).
^|J
6
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Appendix C: Student Writing Interest Inventory
Student Writing Interest Inventory *
Name
Date Age
(A and B are Practice Items)
A. It is winter. (circle one)
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree
B. Mashed potatoes are my favorite lunch menu item.
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree
strongly agree
strongly agree
I
)
3
4
5
6
I enjoy writing.
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree strongly agree
I think about what I am going to write before I hegin writing.
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree strongly agree
I organize my ideas hefore I begin writing.
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree strongly agree
I have trouble thinking about what to write.
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree strongly agree
I think I am a good writer.
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree strongly agree
My writing has a beginning, a middle and an end.
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree strongly agree
78.
I
10.
11.
12.
13.
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When writing a paragraph, I check to make sure all of my sentences relate to
the main idea of my paragraph.
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree strongly agree
When writing, I say positive things about my writing, in my head, ('1 can do
this." "Only one more sentence to go.") to help me keep going with the writing
assignment.
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree strongly agree
My writing uses interesting, descriptive words.
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree
My writing uses capital Ietters and punctuation as needed.
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree
I prefer writing using a computer.
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree
I prefer writing using pencil and paper.
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree
I look for mistakes after completing a writing assignment.
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree
After finding mistakes in my writing, I make corrections.
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree
strongly agree
strongly agree
strongly agree
strongly agree
strongly agree
14.
strongly agree
* Modified from Student Writing Attitude Survey obtained from Pomperaug Regional
School District 15 Web site (http:llwww.regionl5.orglcurriculum/ATTlTuDE SURVEY.pdfl
and a writing interest survey found in the following journal article:
Bakken, J., &. Whedon, C. (2003). Giving students with learning disabilities the power to
write: Improving the quality and quantity of written products. Learning Disabilities,12, 13-22.
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Appendix D: Please/Cops Contract
PLEASEICOPS Contract
. I agree to learn the PLEASE paragraph writing strategy
and COPS editing strategy in my Skills class with Mrs.
Thompson.
. I will give my BEST EFFORT to writing better sentences
and paragraphs using PLEASE and COPS.
. I will only use POSITM self-talk and lor spoken
comments while I write.
o I will work hard with Mrs. Thornpson to improve my
writing using PLEASE and COPS.
Student
Signature:
Date:
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Appendix E: PLEASE Informal Assessment Scoring Procedure
* P.L.E.A.S.E . Informcl Assessment Scorino Procedure
(Dichotomous)
STUDENT:
WRITTNG 5AMPLE
TOPIC SENTENCE:
Existence
Form
incomplete)
Function
0
0
1
1
(Does o topic sentence exist?)
(grommoticolly correct sentence - 0 score for
(Does concluding sentence exist?)
(grommoticolly correct - 0 score for incomplete)
(Does sentence odequotely restate topic of poragroph?)
0 1 (Does sentence introduce topic?)
SUPPORTING SENTENCES:
Existence
Form
(grommaticolly correct sentence - 0 score for incomplete)
Function
(Do sentences support & are relevont to topic?)
CONCLUDING SENTENCE:
Existence
Form
Function
1
1
1
0
0
0
Totol Points Eorned
Totol Points Possible
Percentage
15
*Adapted from Informal Assessment Scoring Procedure from the following journal: Welch, M.
& Jensen, J. (1990). Write P.L.E.A.S.E.: A video-assisted strategic intervention to improve
written expression of inefficient learnerc. Remedial and Special Education, 12(l),37-41 .
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